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Preface
During my long career teaching Greek, from 1966-2003 (all
at public universities), I had many students, perhaps as many as a
third, who were primarily interested in reading the New Testament
in Greek or whose interest was equally in classical and biblical
Greek. While I believe the purpose of a classical languages
program as well as my own scholarly interests are best served by
concentrating on the classical texts, it also seems right to
accommodate and encourage these students. A way to do that is to
offer one hour of religious texts alongside the three hours of Plato
or Euripides or whoever else is read in the second year of Greek.
Of the texts I tried—among them, St. Basil’s letter to his nephews,
the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, Josephus—the Didache was the
most successful. It commands interest as one of the earliest
Christian works to survive and as a concise but masterfully
composed social, historical, and literary document. The language
is simple and therefore suitable—with some lexical and
grammatical help—for students in their third or even second
semester of Greek. The subject (and, therefore, the vocabulary and
style) concerns many of the same practices that are discussed in the
New Testament and so the students are learning the words and
expressions they will need to continue in their biblical studies, but
because the text is non-canonical it is also less familiar to most
undergraduates. I have always found it difficult to read books from
the New Testament with students because it is hard for me and for
them to tell if they are actually reading the Greek or remembering
verses from their religious education. For these reasons the
Didache —“a goldmine of information on the nascent Christian
church and early Judaism” (van de Sandt and Flusser, xv)—is ideal
as a supplementary text to be read alongside the students’ first
readings of classical authors.
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List of Abbreviations
Language reference works
BDF = A Greek grammar of the New Testament and other early
Christian literature, by F. Blass and A. Debrunner: translation
and revision of the 9th-10th German ed., incorporating suppl.
notes of A. Debrunner, by Robert W. Funk. Chicago (University
of Chicago Press), 1975.
Lampe, PGL = A Patristic Greek Lexicon edited by G. W. H.
Lampe, Oxford (Clarendon Press), 1978 (1961).
LSJ = A Greek-English Lexicon compiled by Henry George
Liddell and Robert Scott, revised by Henry Stuart Jones, Oxford
(Clarendon Press), 1966 (1925).
M&M = The Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament Illustrated
from the Papyri and Other Non-literary Sources by James Hope
Moulton and George Milligan, Grand Rapids, MI (Eerdmans)
1976 (1930).
Smyth = Herbert Weir Smyth, Greek Grammar, revised by
Gordon M. Messing, Cambridge, MA (Harvard University
Press), 1972 (1920).
The Bible
General:
LXX = the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Old
Testament made in the third century B.C.E. < Latin
septuaginta, “seventy” from the legendary number of
translators)
NT = New Testament
Individual books:
I Cor. = The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians
Deut. = Deuteronomy
Exod. = Exodus
Gal. = The Epistle of Paul to the Galatians
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Jer. = Jeremiah
Matth. = The Gospel according to Matthew
Neh. = Nehemiah
Prov. = Proverbs
Rev. = The Book of Revelations (Apocalypse)
I Thess. / II Thess.= The First /Second Epistle of Paul to
the Thessalonians
I Tim. = The First Epistle of Paul to Timothy
Grammatical and etymological terms
< is derived from
> produces as derivatives
acc. = accusative
adv. = adverb
aor. = aorist
dat. = dative
Engl. = English
fem. = feminine
fut. = future
gen. = genitive
Grk. = Greek
lit. = literally
mid. = middle
neut. = neuter
opt. = optative
orig. = originally
partic. = participle
pass. = passive
pf. = perfect
pl. = plural
prep. = preposition
pres. = present
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Introduction
The Didache ()4*"PZ) is the earliest of a group of
documents known collectively as “the Apostolic Fathers.” These
works include the letters of Clement and Barnabas, the Shepherd of
Hermas, the martyrdom of Polycarp. They are available in a two
volume set in the Loeb Classical Library.
The Didache may be contemporary with the earliest books
of the New Testament and it (or parts of it) may be as early as the
forties or fifties of the first century C.E. though the period between
60 and 65 is most generally accepted. It is a manual of early church
discipline and church practices probably from the church in Syria,
near Antioch, where the new believers were first called
“Christians.”
Although the work’s existence had been known from
references in Eusebius and other early Christian literature, and the
later Apostolic Constitutions made use of it in Book VII, it had
subsequently been lost. It was rediscovered in the nineteenth
century by Professor Philotheos Bryennios, the Greek Orthodox
Metropolitan of Nicomedia, in a single parchment manuscript at the
Patriarchal Library of Jerusalem in Istanbul. He edited the Didache
and published it in 1883 at which time it caused quite a stir. It was
subsequently transferred to the Greek patriarchate in Jerusalem.
The small book, measuring 7.5 by 6 inches, in which it was found
had been written in 1056 C. E. by the scribe Leon (who appended
his name and the date which was Tuesday, June 11), but seems
accurately to reflect the ancient version of the Didache.
We do not know and never will know the proper name of the
author who wrote this small masterpiece of early Christian
literature. The full ancient title of the book, The Teachings of the
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Lord through the Twelve Apostles, would seem to name its Author
or authors. But the title is only a description of the contents. There
is, however, enough to flesh out the writer’s real identity.
It would not be going too far out on a limb to say the writer
in this instance was a man: first because there are no known early
Christian women authors, despite the fact that there were many
important and influential, not to say essential, women in the early
history of the religion. And second the writer of the Didache does
not expliitly mention women as having any role whatsoever in the
church, a remarkable omission, indeed, if the writer herself had
been a woman. The writer left plenty of clues in the Didache to
reveal his identity if not his name. But, unlike the authors of the
canonical Gospels, who relied on biography, or the writers of the
Pauline letters, who indulged in gossip to convey personality, the
writer of the Didache revealed himself through attitude. That is to
say, how the writer talked about the theory and practice, the do’s
and don’t’s, the fears and hopes of his Church allow us to identify
him. Judging from the richness of details about the ins and outs of
community formation and the personalities of those involved in the
early church, the author himself had been a veteran of the first
missionary epoch of the Christian Church. He knew the ways and
pitfalls of preaching to, ministering, governing, and even
bamboozling the early faith communities. The writer had personal,
human sympathy for the believers (presumably, readers of the book)
over and above the necessary professional ministerial concern
needed by a religious teacher.
His personality shines through the text: at the
psychologically appropriate moment he addresses his readers as
“children”; he smooths the rough edges of ritual prescriptions where
possible and always offers insights into how to live and think in
such a way as to avoid transgression. Kindly encouragement is
added to stark admonishments when he writes about not sinning.
He defines clearly and precisely matters of worship and church
2

governance, but shows himself equally capable of fiery sermonizing
about evil, even indulging in grammatical inconsistency.
Moreover, the Didache’s author thinks, acts, reacts and
writes in a thoroughly Jewish way. The structure of his book, built
as it is on the twin beams of the Two Ways, reflects an ancient
Hebrew motif first said to have been enunciated by Moses. The
paired commandments to love God and follow the Golden Rule are
likewise Jewish. When he advises believers to shun even the
attitudes that lead to sin, he is being perfectly rabbinical in that he
is putting “a fence around the Law,” that is, a barrier which stands
in front of the forbidden action, keeping the wise from getting even
close to sinning. The Communion prayers in his liturgy are based
on Jewish Berakot, blessings said on many and every occasion, not
the least of which are the drinking of wine and the eating of bread.
Moreover, these same Communion prayers incorporate three
Hebrew or Aramaic words which are given without translation or
explanation.
The Jewishness of the author does not necessarily indicate
that he was Jewish by birth (though this is not unlikely). What it
certainly does indicate, however, is that he lived at a very particular
time.
Christianity arose out of Judaism, as is understood by
anyone who reads the New Testament. But this statement would
have rung false for early Christians. They did not say that they
came from Judaism; they said that they were the “new Israel”, the
new and real Judaism. They not only followed Jesus, who was
called Rabboni, “teacher,” in the Gospels, but they practiced what
he preached. And what he preached was intimately related to the
religion of Moses and the beliefs of the rabbis who were his
contemporaries. These encompassed matters of ritual, morality and
Messianic hope. Jesus, however, was an innovator who added new
significance to all these areas of traditional religion. But to the
earliest one or two generations of followers of Jesus, his religion
3

seemed not to be different from Judaism but, rather, reformed and
perfected Judaism. Unfortunately, true to human nature, the
community’s firm conviction that it was the new and reformed
Israel led it to call the practitioners of traditional Judaism
“hypocrites.”
Our writer clearly belongs to this time. Judaism is not in the
least bit foreign to him. He writes Jewish even though his words
are Greek. And he thinks Jewish even though his purpose is
Christianity. He has had long enough experience with the
formation of early Christian communities to take a long view of
their history. He has known the early days when the local
community had first been approached by wandering preachers some
of whom had been wild indeed. And he has lived long enough to
know a more settled time when the community of believers were
sufficiently mature to choose leaders from amongst itself. This
means that he mostly likely lived and wrote in the second half of the
first century C.E.
For the followers of Jesus this was a time of religious and
spiritual ferment. A time both settled and unsettling. They were
members, albeit not always by birth, of a religion which stretched
back to an ancient time. And, yet, theirs was an absolutely new
and, to their minds, authentic expression of this timeless religion.
What added fermentation to this dizzying mix of old and new was
their total conviction that everything around them, their cities, their
lands, the earth and the sky were coming to an inevitable end. And
that they too would perish unless they could grab hold of a miracle.
And miracle precisely was the substance and message of the
Didache.
The book begins by describing creation in a practical and
personal manner, “There are two ways, one of life and one of
death.” The audience is immediately placed into the middle of
creation because this is a moral universe where up and down are not
4

just abstract points on a map but the right or left every person must
turn, where a misstep means certain annihilation. The book ends
by reassuring the reader that believers, “will see the Lord coming
upon the clouds of heaven.” The miracle of salvation will be theirs.
And the whole middle of the book tells how this could happen.
The Didache magisterially declares that the way of life and
the only way to escape the inevitable dissolution of the world is to
love God and love one’s neighbor. The writer then explains the
meaning of these two commandments by getting down to what he
calls “the teaching” (Didache I.3). Coincidentally, we discover
what the author means by the title Didache. For him teaching is
not the simple proclamation of eternal truths or divine revelations,
such as, for example, the two commandments which begin this
section. For him teaching means the explanation of these verities
in such a way as to make them accessible and usable, to render them
practical and lifesaving for his audience. Later in the book this
distinction between revelation and explanation, between prophecy
and ministry will help in understanding the various ministries and
their development in the early Christian community.
The explanation of the first commandment, which is to love
God, is more or less a free restatement of Jesus’ Sermon on the
Mount. And interestingly, the love of God is explained in terms of
personal, inter-human relationships and not churchy, liturgical
duties. The writer’s understanding that love of God is embodied in
human relationships is not unique, of course, to him. It was part of
Jesus’ teaching which was shared with early rabbis. Neighbor first
and afterwards the altar, when said so plainly in a religious context
sounded revolutionary then as it does now.
This practical
spirituality profoundly affected the Didache’s writer. As we will
see, it proofed him against dogmatism and encouraged him to
understand others’ circumstances while not blinding him to the
foibles of others.
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The second commandment which is to love one’s neighbor
is explained in terms of human, carnal actions which are to be
avoided. These proscriptions hang loosely on the Decalogue, but
expand the original seven prohibitions into quite a catalogue of
villainy. Such a catalogue, in fact, that the writer has to remind his
readers, and perhaps himself too, that nonetheless they should not
hate anyone (Didache II.7). But he does this so skillfully that his
plea not to hate serves as the satisfying, concluding note to his
building crescendo of thou-shall-nots. And here is another clue to
the writer’s identity.
He was an accomplished, though
unpretentious preacher who gained his expertise undoubtedly
through years of practice.
It is at this point, with the sure hand of a veteran missionary
that the author changes tone altogether. He now calls his reader,
“my child” (Didache III.1). Psychologically this is obviously very
effective because one person alone is reading the book no matter
how many others may be listening in and that one reader is now
embraced by the writer. The writer stops preaching and talks to his
reader, in order to give this one person personal advice on how not
only to avoid the circumstances which lead to sin (Didache III), but
also about the habits and practices which engender virtue (Didache
IV). And in the midst of this already personal appeal the Didache’s
writer ventures to draw his reader even closer to himself by making
what amounts to an emotional appeal for spiritual intimacy. He
writes, “Remember night and day the one who speaks the word of
the Lord to you, and you shall honor him as the Lord . . .” (Didache
IV.1). Obviously the writer himself is he who is speaking the word
of the Lord. He is asking to be always in the mind of his reader.
He is also asking to be honored as the Lord and as a parent, which
recalls the Decalogue.
This emotionally heightened appeal subtly sets the stage for
a new emphasis. Previously the reader was alone, a sole moral
agent working out his struggle in the perilous world of the Two
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Ways, making choices for himself. But now the reader finds
herself not only embraced by the author, but also in the bosom of a
community of like-minded and motivated “saints” (Didache IV.2).
Quite surprisingly the reader is no longer alone, the reader is a
member of the church in which he has responsibilities and even
abilities to effect positive changes for others as well as himself
(Didache IV.3). The reader, who in all likelihood was not rich, is
now talked to as one who commands sufficient wherewithal to
dispense alms (Didache IV.7, 8) and even owns slaves (Didache
IV.10). Moreover, he who was previously alone now has a family
(Didache IV.9). Christian slaves, however, are left with the
consolation of docilely obeying their presumably Christian owners
(Didache IV.11). These are just the beginning of the remarkable
results of embracing the teachings of the Didache’s writer.
Abruptly, the tone changes again (Didache V) into a fiery
admonition against the evils of the world. The author paints as
horrible a picture as can be imagined of the turmoil and vileness
which lie outside the embracing walls of the church. Those who
inhabit that chaotic other world are not only made brutal by their
own personal vices but deformed by social injustice and oppression
of the poor (Didache V.2). The poor, it should be recalled, are
probably closer in social and economic standing to the reader than
he is to the wealthy alms-dispensing slave owner of his aspirations.
This is not a personal talk, it is a stem-winder of a sermon spoken
to all those who have accepted the teaching. It is meant to
convince them that they are glad and grateful to have found refuge
from the mess of the non-church world.
The readers are now ready, according to the writer, to take
their first tentative steps along the path of religious observation.
They have heard the teachings and accepted them. They have been
embraced by the teacher and returned his affection. They have
come into the community of the church and have felt gratitude for
it (Didache VI.1). The new believers are now advised to follow as
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much as possible some rudimentary Kosher food laws. We may
remember at this time the Christian church still sees itself as Jewish.
These dietary practices are not just matters of personal, spiritual
preference, something private for the believer. They are matters of
social and churchly concern for the believer and for the community
because members of a Jewish Christian community just like
traditional Jewish communities could not share meals, could not
break bread with anyone who did not at least attempt to maintain a
Kosher diet. And the purpose of the next section of the Didache
will be to bring the reader to the common table where the
community shares its sacramental meal.
The liturgical cycle that the writer now lays before his
reader is in effect an agenda by which the initiate will live the
entirety of his/her new life within the new community. Inducted
through Baptism (Didache VII), spiritually fortified by weekly
Fasting (Didache VIII.1) and daily prayer (Didache VIII.2, 3), the
initiate is ultimately nourished by the common meal of the
Eucharist (Didache IX, X). Along with copious details about the
liturgy the writer manages to drop numerous clues concerning his
times, his church and himself.
The shape and words of these rituals all point to an early
time in the history of Christianity. The introductory rite of baptism
is fluid. The writer accepts almost any combination of water
(running or still, cold or warm) and of action (submersion or
pouring) as long as it is accompanied by the traditional verbal
formula, nowadays found in the Gospel of Matthew (28:19).
Likewise, the Communion ritual of the Didache is unique, apart
from a strange palimpsest found in the Gospel of Luke (22:17ff), in
mandating the order of wine first and bread second (Didache IX.2,
3). Moreover, the Prophets who were the earliest celebrants of
Communion were allowed license to do almost whatever they
willed (Didache X.7). These all indicate a very early time, well
before dogmatism dictated a rigid sacramental conformity.
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The plethora of Judaisms and anti-Judaisms in these sections
point to that stage in the life of Christianity when it not only
considered itself to be a part of Judaism but Judaism itself. There
is a clear distinction made between the reformed, Christianized
calendar for the weekly fast and the unreformed traditional calendar
maintained by “hypocrites” (Didache VIII.1). The hypocrites’
daily prayers should be replaced with the Lord’s prayer. However,
the prayers of the Communion ritual are purely Jewish, not only in
form, but also in how they are named (Didache IX, X). Unlike the
customary Jerusalem prayers for Communion which quote the
words of Jesus at the Last Supper (see the Gospels and
contemporary Christian liturgies), the Communion prayers of the
Didache are based on an ancient Jewish formula of blessings called
in Hebrew Berakot. These Christian prayers begin “We thank you,”
(Didache IX.2, 3; X.2) and in Jewish fashion are collectively called
in Greek Eucharist (Didache IX.1). The analogous Jewish prayers
begin with the word “Blessed” and are collectively known as
Blessings. Finally, the last of the Eucharist prayers ends with three
Hebrew or Aramaic words (Didache X.6) left untranslated because,
of course, in this Judaized Christian church it would be understood
that believers would understand them.
As for the author himself the presentation of this ritual
material reveals just how happily he fits into the times and milieu
he is writing about. For despite the fact that there is little scope for
him to improvise here since these sections are comprised almost
entirely of ritual formulations, he manages to eke out one or two
tellingly personal statements. His undogmatic approach to the
incidental details concerning baptism shows a light and comfortable
approach to ritual affairs that indicates a long familiarity. While his
aside, reminding believers to give latitude to the prophets when they
celebrate the Eucharist, reveals with what reverence he held those
men who, as it will turn out, represent an even earlier moment in the
life of the church than he. Our writer has been around for some
9

time. He not only is an accomplished and astute missionary, but he
is comfortable with the all the paraphernalia of liturgy. He has
known not only an older generation of Christians, perhaps people
of the very first generation, but he knows also the newest generation
of Christians because he has fathered the next generation of
believers. And as such he possesses a treasury of wisdom to impart
to his readers about the management of their church.
In the following section, dealing with the church’s
ministries, the writer inadvertently gives a sweeping synopsis of the
institutional history of Christianity, stretching from a period close
to the life time of Jesus up to the present: the writer’s present time,
of course. In talking about these ministries he compresses time.
Apostles (Didache XI.3), who had been sent out from an unnamed
core church, and Prophets, who range the land proclaiming
revelations of divine truth, are still possible visitors which his
readers should not be surprised to encounter. The Apostles are
lifelong wanderers, who once commissioned can never lose their
commissions except through a thorough renunciation of all personal
credibility (Didache XI.5). Wandering Prophets have a lot in
common the Apostles. But they, apparently, have never been sent
out formally or informally to preach by any authority other than the
Holy Spirit’s (Didache XI.7). And this commission the writer
acknowledges is difficult to verify (Didache 8). The Prophets are
uncredentialed ecstatics who can reveal the truth (Didache XI.10),
celebrate the Eucharist (Didache X.7) and do unspecified “cosmic
mysteries” (Didache XI.11), but who also are prone to go too far,
to say too much (Didache XI.12) or say too little (Didache XI. 11)
or, even, while arranging a Eucharist to order a lavish banquet for
themselves (Didache XI.9). So quite sensibly the writer of the
Didache advises his readers to use their common sense and judge
Prophets by their behavior (Didache XI. 8).
Apostles and Prophets at the time were becoming rarities.
But it would have been common for ordinary Christians to come
10

seeking aid from the local communities and even asking to settle
among them (Didache XII.1). And in these matters common sense
is counseled by the writer so as to protect the community from
traveling freeloaders ( Didache XII.5). In all of this, whether
having to do with Apostles and Prophets or lay Christians, the
author’s sympathies lie with the people he taught and with their
communities in order to protect them from abuses and fraud.
The church which the writer knew as he was writing this
book was a settled community with daily and weekly routines
overseen by a resident clergy which had defined duties and
privileges. Prophets, who once fluttered from place to place
proclaiming the truth as the spirit compelled them, sought
eventually to settle (Didache XIII.1). Teachers, likewise, who once
were itinerant professors of the new religion, wearied of the
wandering life. And they, it is advised should be welcomed by the
local church, allowed to settle and perform their ministries for the
community as “high priests” (Didache XIII. 3). Their duties were
to offer weekly Eucharists (Didache XIV.1) and see to the wellordering of the church (Didache XIV.2). In exchange for which
they were to receive in payment the “first fruits” of whatever the
community produced. This is the same arrangement made in
Judaism for the maintenance of the Jerusalem priesthood (Numbers
15:18).
Eventually the number of original Prophets and Teachers
dwindled and the offices of the church came to be filled by the local
community from among its members (Didache XV.1). Perhaps in
deference to the honored place which the original Prophets and
Teachers held in the hearts of the believers these appointed clergy
were called instead Overseers (episkopoi) and Servants (diakonoi).
They, nonetheless, would do all the things that Prophets and
Teachers did for the church. This was the church the author lived
in. It had a resident clergy which performed all of the sacred tasks
which had been done by the heroes of his youth, indeed, he most
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likely had belonged to that very generation. And now the children
whom he had taught, whom he had fathered into the church, were
the Bishops and Deacons of the church. The psychology of time in
which time itself was compressed for the author of the Didache is
the key to understanding his book and perhaps the whole of early
Christianity.
The last thing the author turns his mind to are the last things
he believes his readers will have to face; the trials (Didache XVI.5)
and triumph (Didache XVI.7) at the end of the world. This theme
has been present from the very beginning of the Didache (I.1), for
to say there are two ways one of ultimate life and the other of final
death is a figurative way of saying that in the end everyone must die
unless a miracle saves them. Throughout the book, in fact, the perils
of the end of time is never out of mind. All precepts are calculated
to put the readers onto the way of life, and all cautions given to
prevent them from straying onto the way of death. Guides in the
person of Apostles, Prophets and Teachers are sent to lead mankind
to the safety of the truth. But even these representatives of the light
can become false (Didache XI), misleading, presaging by their
falseness the final trial. This compression of essential qualities, of
truth and falsity, of good and bad in the same persons, indeed, even
in onself made the message of the Didache tingle with something
very much like life. For his readers life was perilous, theirs were
hard times, and life was exciting, for there was much to give them
pleasure and hope. But for them life could not be ultimately
enjoyable until the last peril and final trial had been overcome
(Didache XVI.2).
Who then was the didachist? In his book he inadvertently
left traces of his biography. His life spanned the life of the new
religion, from the time when it was Judaism simply informed by the
teachings of Jesus up to the time when it was transformed into
Christianity as we recognize it now. He was old enough to have
been acquainted with men called Apostles who themselves may
12

have been contemporaries of Jesus. He lived long enough to see
prophetic teachings turn into an established religion with clerical
orders, financial affairs, and a calendar.
Although many scholars search for multiple authors and
layers in the Didache with redactors adding later material to the
original text, we have taken the unitarian approach that sees the
book as an integrated whole and the work of a single teacher. Of
course he had sources, among them the scriptures (i.e. the Old
Testament), sayings of Jesus from an oral tradition which he quotes
frequently, and above all, his years of experience as a preacher and
teacher, all of which he used to guide his charges along the way of
life. In the manner of veteran preachers and life-long teachers, the
tradition gradually became the didachist’s own personal voice.
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The Structure of the )4*"PZ

I The Two Ways (*b@ Ò*@\): instructions for living. Chapters 16. This section is thought by some scholars to be older than the rest
of the Didache and, if not of Jewish origin, is influenced by Jewish
thought and tradition.
II Church Practices
– Sacraments, prayers, practices: reception into the
community through Baptism, involvement through fasting
and prayer, full participation in the Eucharist. The rites are
simple and even improvised. The second coming is expected
imminently. Chapters 7-11.3.
– Church orders: details about ministries. There are two
types of ministry, local and itinerant. The local ministry
consists of bishops and deacons, while the itinerant orders
are apostles, prophets (or apostle-prophets, see Milavec ad
11.3), and teachers. Chapters 11.4-15.
III The End Time (§FP"J@<): The Second Coming in its most
abbreviated form. Chapter 16.
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Chapter I (A): The two ways: the way of life
Review: Conditions: future more vivid and present general;
imperatives: in this chapter identify at least 13; *\*T:4; the 2nd
person personal pronoun.
Vocabulary and Notes:
Title
A second, fuller title follows the briefer heading. *4*"PZ
teaching, doctrine, training, Milavec: apprenticeship (cf. Greek
*4*VF6T, *4*VF6"8@H; Engl. didactic). 6bD4@H, -@L, Ò lord,
master, head of a house, guardian of a woman (from birth to
death); in a religious context: the Lord. §2<@H, -@LH, J`
company, nation, people; pl. J §2<0 the nations, foreign
peoples; LXX: non-Jews, Gentiles. In classical Greek J §2<0
are foreigners as opposed to @Ë ~E880<gH; in Athens J §2<0
were athletic clubs made up of non-Athenians (LSJ).
1.
The two ways: see Deut. 30.19; Jer. 21.8; cf. Matth. 7.13-14.
:\" fem. of gÍH, :\", ª< one. *4"N@DV, -H, º difference.
:gJ">b (prep. with gen.) between. .TZ in NT Grk. is the ethical
term for life, taking over the use of classical $\@H.
2.
The two great commandments: Deut. 6:5, Leviticus 19:18, Matth.
22:37-39, Mark 12:29-31, Luke 10:27. B80F\@< adv. near Ò
B80F\@< (ê<) one’s neighbor. BV<J" *¥ ÓF": this is the
negative form of the Golden Rule, for the positive version see
Matth. 7:12, Luke 6:31.
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('
I@bJT< *¥ Jä< 8`(T< º *4*"PZ ¦FJ4< "àJ00 gÛ8@(gÃJg
J@×H 6"J"DT:X<@LH ß:Ã< 6"Â BD@FgbPgF2g ßB¥D Jä<
¦P2Dä< ß:ä<, <0FJgbgJg *¥ ßB¥D Jä< *4T6`<JT< ß:H0
B@\" (D PVD4H, ¦< •("BJg J@×H •("Bä<J"H ß:H; @ÛPÂ
6"Â J §2<0 JÎ "ÛJÎ B@4@ØF4<; ß:gÃH *¥ •("BJg J@×H
:4F@Ø<J"H ß:H, 6"Â @ÛP ª>gJg ¦P2D`<.
*'
•BXP@L Jä< F"D646ä< 6"Â FT:"J46ä< ¦B42L:4ä<0 ¦V< J\H
F@4 *è ÕVB4F:" gÆH J¬< *g>4< F4"(`<", FJDXR@< "ÛJè 6"Â
J¬< –880<, 6"Â §F® JX8g4@H0 ¦< •(("DgbF® FX J4H :\84@<
ª<, àB"(g :gJ' "ÛJ@Ø *b@0 ¦< –D® J4H JÎ Ê:VJ4`< F@L, *ÎH
"ÛJè 6"Â JÎ< P4Jä<"0 ¦< 8V$® J4H •BÎ F@Ø JÎ FÎ<, :¬
•B"\Jg4. @Û*¥ (D *b<"F"4.
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3.
The teaching (1): see Matth. 5:43-47, Luke 6:31-33. gÛ8@(XT
(gÛ + 8`(@H) speak well of, bless [> Engl. eulogy]. The hostility
implied here may refer to cross-generational strife (as in Matth.
10:34-6; 3:31-5 and the Gospel of Thomas). 6"J"DV@:"4
curse, pray evil for someone + dat. BD@F-gbP@:"4 pray.
<0FJgbT fast. B@Ã@H, B@\", B@Ã@< what? what sort of? In NT
koine neut. pl. subjects esp. when used in a personal sense
usually take plural verbs. The last sentence is original with the
Didache; Matth. 5.48 has “you will be perfect.”
4.
See 1 Peter 2:11, 1John 2:16-17, Titus 2:12; Matth. 5:39-41 and
Luke 6:29. •BXPT keep off; middle hold [oneself] off from,
abstain, desist from (+ gen.). F"D646`H of the flesh, carnal (<
FVD> flesh > Engl. sarcasm, sarcophagus). FT:"J46`H of the
body (<Fä:" body > Engl. somatic; from the same Grk. root
comes the verb for “save”; cf. FTJZD). ¦B42L:\" passion,
desire (¦B42L:XT desire: ¦B\ upon + 2L:`H spirit). ÕVB4F:"
slap, blow with the palm of the hand (ÕVBJT). F4"(f<, -`<@H, º
cheek, jaw. JX8g4@H complete, perfect, entire (< JX8@H end); lit.
“having reached its end” and therefore full grown, mature, also
trained or qualified; in a religious sense of sacrificial victims to
mean unblemished; of prayers or vows, fulfilled (see M&M).
•(("DgbT (from Persian) impress into service as a courier.
:\84@< a Roman mile (< Latin). ßBV(T lead under, go (under).
–D® < "ÇDT raise, take away. Ê:VJ4@< outer garment, cloak
worn over the P4Jf<, himation. P4Jf<, -ä<@H, Ò
undergarment, a long shirt worn next to the body, chiton.
•B"4JXT demand back.
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g'
B"<JÂ Jè "ÆJ@Ø<J4 Fg *\*@L 6"Â :¬ •B"\Jg40 BF4 (D
2X8g4 *\*@F2"4 Ò B"J¬D ¦6 Jä< Æ*\T< P"D4F:VJT<.
:"6VD4@H Ò *4*@×H 6"J J¬< ¦<J@8Z<0 •2è@H (VD ¦FJ4<.
@Û"Â Jè 8":$V<@<J40 gÆ :¥< (D PDg\"< §PT< 8":$V<g4
J4H, •2è@H §FJ"40 Ò *¥ :¬ PDg\"< §PT< *fFg4 *\60<, Ê<"J\
§8"$g 6"Â gÆH J\0 ¦< FL<@P± *¥ (g<`:g<@H ¦>gJ"F2ZFgJ"4
BgDÂ ô< §BD">g, 6"Â @Û6 ¦>g8gbFgJ"4 ¦6gÃ2g<, :XPD4H @â
•B@*è JÎ< §FP"J@< 6@*DV<J0<.
ú'
•88 6"Â BgDÂ J@bJ@L *¥ gÇD0J"40 {3*DTFVJT º
¦8g0:@Fb<0 F@L gÆH JH PgÃDVH F@L, :XPD4H —< (<èH, J\<4
*èH.
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5.
See Matth. 5:42 and 5:26, Luke 6:30, Acts 20:35. "ÆJXT ask,
beg of. Ç*4@H peculiar, one's own (NT “own” = ©"LJ@Ø, etc.
BDF 286) [> Engl. idiosyncrasy, idiomatic]. PVD4F:" grace,
favor, free gift. :"6VD4@H blessed, in a state of well-being.
¦<J@8Z commandment. •2è@H unpunished, without blame.
@Û"\ both a Hebraism and a Latinism (vae, related to Engl. woe)
“woe to”. PDg\" use, need. *\*T:4 *\60< give satisfaction,
pay the penalty. Ê<"J\ why. FL<@PZ holding together,
confinement; in biblical Grk. straits, anxiety; here imprisonment
(M&M). ¦>gJV.T examine closely, question (esp. by torture).
¦6gÃ2g< from there. :XPD4H @Þ until the time when. •B@*è <
•B@*\*T:4. 6@*DV<J0H < Latin quadrans (a small coin, ¼ of
an as, a small Roman copper coin).

6.
Ê*D`T sweat; Ê*DTFVJT: 3 pers. aor. imper. ¦8g0:@Fb<0
mercy, pity, alms (cf. Engl. alms, eleemosynary). {3*DTFVJT º
¦8g0:@Fb<0 F@L gÆH JH PgÃDVH F@L: this saying was very
popular with Latin writers (Augustine, Cassiodorus, Gregory the
Great, Abelard, etc.) who quote it again and again as scripture:
sudet / desudet eleemosyna. After admonishing the reader to give
to all, the teacher adds a warning against giving to the dishonest.
Then, as now, resources were limited. :XPD4H —< + subjunctive
until. (<èH < (4(<fF6T.
rd
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#
"'
)gLJXD" *¥ ¦<J@8¬ J−H *4*"P−H0
$'
@Û N@<gbFg4H, @Û :@4PgbFg4H, @Û B"4*@N2@DZFg4H, @Û
B@D<gbFg4H, @Û 68XRg4H, @Û :"(gbFg4H, @Û N"D:"6gbFg4H,
@Û N@<gbFg4H JX6<@< ¦< N2@D”, @Û*¥ (g<<02¥< •B@6Jg<gÃH,
@Û6 ¦B42L:ZFg4H J J@Ø B80F\@<.
('
@Û6 ¦B4@D6ZFg4H, @Û RgL*@:"DJLDZFg4H, @Û 6"6@8@(ZFg4H,
@Û :<0F46"6ZFg4H.
*'
@Û6 §F® *4(<f:T< @Û*¥ *\(8TFF@H0 B"(ÂH (D 2"<VJ@L º
*4(8TFF\".
g'
@Û6 §FJ"4 Ò 8`(@H F@L RgL*ZH, @Û 6X<@H, •88
:g:gFJT:X<@H BDV>g4.
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Chapter II (B) The way of life (continued)
Review: The relative pronoun; contract verbs of the -gT and -"T
types; the verb gÆ:\.
Vocabulary and Notes
2.
For the negative commandments see Matth. 19:18, Matth. 5:33,
Exod. 20:17. The future can be used to express a command that
is familiar in tone even in classical Greek; the negative is @Û.
N@<gbT murder, kill (< N`<@H murder). :@4PgbT commit
adultery (:@4Pg\" adultery). B"4*@N2@DXT corrupt children,
molest or abuse boys. B@D<gbT commit unchastity, have illicit
sex. 68XBJT steal. :"(gbT practice magic. N"D:"6gbT use
charms. N2@DV destruction, abortion. (g<<02X< < (g<<VT
bear, give birth.
3.
¦B4@D6XT swear falsely, break one’s oath. RgL*@:"DJLDXT
witness to a lie; RgL*@:"DJLD\" false witness. 6"6@8@(XT
speak ill of, badmouth. :<0F46"6XT remember past wrongs,
bear a grudge.
4.
*4(<f:T< double-minded. *\(8TFF@H double-tongued,
speaking with forked tongue. B"(\H, B"(\*@H, º snare, trap.
5.
6X<@H empty, vain (> Engl., cenotaph). :g:gFJT:X<@H <
:gFJ`T fill full of; passive be filled; pf. pass. partic. filled,
fulfilled (:gFJ`H full of).
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ú'
@Û6 §F® B8g@<X6J0H @Û*¥ DB"> @Û*¥ ßB@6D4J¬H @Û*¥
6"6@Z20H @Û*¥ ßBgDZN"<@H. @Û 8ZR® $@L8¬< B@<0D<
6"J J@Ø B80F\@< F@L.
.'
@Û :4FZFg4H BV<J" –<2DTB@<, •88 @áH :¥< ¦8X(>g4H, BgDÂ
*¥ ô< BD@Fgb>®, @áH *¥ •("BZFg4H ßB¥D J¬< RLPZ< F@L.
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6.
B8g@<X6J0H greedy, claiming more than one’s share. DB">
grasping. 6"6@Z20H ill-disposed, malicious, prone to put the
worst construction on everything (Aristotle, Rhetoric, LSJ;
cacoethes is used in English, especially in the phrase cacoethes
carpendi, “the bad habit of finding fault”). ßBgDZN"<@H
arrogant, proud, insolent. 8ZR® = 8ZRg4 < 8":$V<T.
7.
@Û ... BH = @Û*g\H (BDF 302.1). ÔH :X< ... ÔH *X = Ò :X< ... Ò
*X. ¦8X(PT cross-examine, test, refute, put right, correct. ßB¥D
J¬< RLPZ< F@L: RLPZ in the sense of self or life.
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'
"'
JX6<@< :@L, NgØ(g •BÎ B"<JÎH B@<0D@Ø 6"Â •BÎ B"<JÎH
Ò:@\@L "ÛJ@Ø.
$'
:¬ (\<@L ÏD(\8@H, Ò*0(gÃ (D º ÏD(¬ BDÎH JÎ< N`<@<,
:0*¥ .08TJ¬H :0*¥ ¦D4FJ46ÎH :0*¥ 2L:46`H0 ¦6 (D
J@bJT< BV<JT< N`<@4 (g<<ä<J"4.
('
JX6<@< :@L, :¬ (\<@L ¦B42L:0JZH, Ò*0(gÃ (D º ¦B42L:\"
BDÎH J¬< B@D<g\"<, :0*¥ "ÆFPD@8`(@H :0*¥
ßR08`N2"8:@H0 ¦6 (D J@bJT< BV<JT< :@4PgÃ"4
(g<<ä<J"4.
*'
JX6<@< :@L, :¬ (\<@L @ÆT<@F6`B@H, ¦Bg4*¬ Ò*0(gÃ gÆH J¬<
gÆ*T8@8"JD\"<, :0*¥ ¦B"@4*ÎH :0*¥ :"20:"J46ÎH :0*¥
BgD46"2"\DT<, :0*¥ 2X8g "ÛJ $8XBg4<0 ¦6 (D J@bJT<
BV<JT< gÆ*T8@8"JD\" (g<<J"4.
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Chapter III ('): Further instruction
Review: Imperatives; Reflexive and Demonstrative pronouns;
BH.
Vocabulary and Notes
For parallels see Barnabas 19. Some scholars have suggested
that a second teacher takes over; the address changes to a series
of instructions beginning, “my child.” It is just as likely that the
form of address refers to a change of status in the hearer. On
JX6<@< as a gender-inclusive term that shows that the Didache
addresses women as well as men, see Milavec, Text: 56-7.
1.
B"<JÎH B@<0D@Ø ... B"<JÎH Ò:@\@L "ÛJ@Ø may be masculine
or neuter.
2.
ÏD(\8@H prone to anger, irascible. Ò*0(XT (< Ò*`H + •(T)
lead the way to. .08TJZH a zealot; as adj. jealous. ¦D4FJ46`H
argumentative, contentious. 2L:46`H passionate. (g<<VT
produce, generate, bear, give birth to.
3.
"ÆFPD@8`(@H foul-mouthed. ßR08`N2"8:@H high-eyed,
“with uplifted eyes” (probably implying immodest curiosity,
Lampe, PGL).
4.
@ÆT<@F6`B@H bird watcher, reader of omens. ¦B"@4*`H
enchanter, charmer. :"20:"J46`H fond of learning,
astrological; as a noun astrologer. BgD46"2"\DT< one who
purifies (by the use of charms). BgD46"2"\DT “purify by
means of the application of an object meant to absorb defilement
or control it” Lampe, PGL. gÆ*T8@8"JD\" idolatry [lit. “service
to idols”], superstition.
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g'
JX6<@< :@L, :¬ (\<@L RgbFJ0H, ¦Bg4*¬ Ò*0(gÃ JÎ RgØF:"
gÆH J¬< 68@BZ<, :0*X N48VD(LD@H :0*¥ 6g<`*@>@H0 ¦6 (D
J@bJT< BV<JT< 68@B"Â (g<<ä<J"4.
ú'
JX6<@< :@L, :¬ (\<@L (`((LF@H, ¦Bg4*¬ Ò*0(gÃ gÆH J¬<
$8"FN0:\"<, :0*¥ "Û2V*0H :0*¥ B@<0D`NDT<0 ¦6 (D
J@bJT< BV<JT< $8"FN0:\"4 (g<<ä<J"4.
.'
ÇF24 *¥ BD"ÚH, ¦BgÂ @Ê BD"gÃH 680D@<@:ZF@LF4 J¬< (−<.
0'
(\<@L :"6D`2L:@H 6"Â ¦8gZ:T< 6"Â –6"6@H 6"Â ºFbP4@H
6"Â •("2ÎH 6"Â JDX:T< J@×H 8`(@LH *4 B"<J`H, @áH
³6@LF"H.
2'
@ÛP ßRfFg4H Fg"LJÎ< @Û*¥ *fFg4H J± RLP± F@L 2DVF@H. @Û
6@8802ZFgJ"4 º RLPZ F@L :gJ ßR08ä<, •88 :gJ
*46"\T< 6"Â J"Bg4<ä< •<"FJD"NZF®.
4'
J FL:$"\<@<JV F@4 ¦<gD(Z:"J" ñH •("2 BD@F*X>®,
gÆ*ãH ÓJ4 –JgD 2g@Ø @Û*¥< (\<gJ"4.
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5.
RgbFJ0H liar; RgØF:" lie. N48VD(LD@H money-loving.
6g<`*@>@H of empty opinion, vainglorious.
6.
(`((LF@H grumbler. "Û2"*ZH self-willed, obstinate.
B@<0D`NDT< evil-minded.
7.
Psalm 37:11; Matth. 5:5.
ÇF24 < gÆ:\ be! (2nd sg. imperative, active present).
BD"LH meek, mild-tempered, gentle. 680D@<@:XT inherit.
8.
:"6D`2L:@H long-hearted, patient, long-suffering. ¦8gZ:T<
merciful < ¦8gXT pity, have mercy (cf. 5bD4g ¦8X0F@<).
–6"6@H not evil, pure, guileless. JDX:T< fearing. *4 BV<J@H
all the time, always.
9.
ßR`T lift high, raise up. 2DVF@H boldness. 6@88VT glue,
cement. ßR08`H high, lofty, proud, stuck-up. J"Bg4<`H
humble, lowly. •<"FJDXNT turn up/back; passive: turn oneself
about in a place, stay.
10.
¦<XD(0:" action, activity, operation. –JgD without (+ gen.)
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)
"'
IX6<@< :@L, J@Ø 8"8@Ø<J`H F@4 JÎ< 8`(@< J@Ø 2g@Ø
:<0F2ZF® <L6JÎH 6"Â º:XD"H, J4:ZFg4H *¥ "ÛJÎ< ñH
6bD4@<0 Ó2g< (D º 6LD4`J0H 8"8gÃJ"4, ¦6gÃ 6bD4`H ¦FJ4<.
$'
¦6.0JZFg4H *¥ 6"2' º:XD"< J BD`FTB" Jä< (\T<, Ë<"
¦B"<"B"±H J@ÃH 8`(@4H "ÛJä<.
('
@Û B@2ZFg4H FP\F:"0 gÆD0<gbFg4H *¥ :"P@:X<@LH0 6D4<gÃH
*46"\TH0 @Û 8ZR® BD`FTB@< ¦8X(>"4 ¦BÂ B"D"BJf:"F4<.
*'
@Û *4RLPZFg4H, B`JgD@< §FJ"4 ´ @Ü.
g'
:¬ (\<@L BDÎH :¥< JÎ 8"$gÃ< ¦6Jg\<T< JH PgÃD"H, BDÎH *¥
JÎ *@Ø<"4 FLFBä<.
ú'
¦< §P®H *4 Jä< Pg4Dä< F@L, *fFg4H 8bJDTF4< :"DJ4ä<
F@L.
.'
@Û *4FJVFg4H *@Ø<"40 @Û*¥ *4*@×H (@((bFg4H0 (<fF® (VD,
J\H ¦FJ4< Ò J@Ø :4F2@Ø 6"8ÎH •<J"B@*`J0H.
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Chapter IV ()): Further instruction
Review: uses of "ÛJ`H; rules for accenting enclitics;
prepositions; principal parts of *\*T:4.
Vocabulary and notes
1.
8"8XT talk, speak, chatter. :4:<ZF6T remind; middle/passive
remember; :<0F2ZF®: future passive. 6bD4@H lord; 6LD4`J0H
lordliness, authority. Ó2g< (adv.) whence, from what source.
2.
6"2' º:XD"< day by day, daily. BD`FTB@< face, mask,
person. (4@H holy; as a noun holy one, saint. ¦B"<"B"bT
make to rest; mid. and pass. rest upon (¦BV0< NT aor. pass. <
B"bT, BDF 76.1).
3.
Judge justly: Deut. 1:16; Prov. 31:9; John 7:24. B@2XT desire,
long for. FP\F:" schism. gÆD0<gbT (< gÆDZ<0) make peace.
BD`FTB@< 8":$V<g4< = BD@FTB@80BJgÃ< show partiality or
favoritism (Luke 20:21; James 2:9; Acts10:34). ¦8X(PT see II 7.
B"DVBJT:" (pi/ptw) transgression, a falling beside.
4.
*4RLPXT be double-minded. B`JgD@< ... ³ whether ... or.
5.
(\(<@:"4 > (\<@:"4 in later Greek. The periphrastic participle
with forms of gÆ:\ and (\<@:"4 is common in LXX and NT.
¦6Jg\<T stretch out. FLFBVT draw, squeeze together.
6.
“If you have [anything] = “Whatever you have.” 8bJDTF4H
ransom. :"DJ\" mistake, error, sin.
7.
*4"FJV.T doubt, hesitate. (@((b.T grumble. :4F2`H pay.
•<J"B@*`J0H the one who repays, paymaster.
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0'
@Û6 •B@FJD"NZF® JÎ< ¦<*g`:g<@<0 FL(6@4<T<ZFg4H *¥
BV<J" Jè •*g8Nè F@L0 6"Â @Û6 ¦DgÃH Ç*4" gÉ<"40 gÆ (D ¦<
Jè •2"<VJå 6@4<T<@\ ¦FJg, B`Få :88@< ¦< J@ÃH 2<0J@ÃH;
2'
@Û6 •DgÃH J¬< PgÃDV F@L •BÎ J@Ø LÊ@Ø F@L ´ •BÎ J−H
2L("JD`H F@L, •88 •BÎ <g`J0J@H *4*V>g4H JÎ< N`$@< J@Ø
2g@Ø.
4'
@Û6 ¦B4JV>g4H *@b8å F@L ´ B"4*\F6®, J@ÃH ¦BÂ JÎ< "ÛJÎ<
2gÎ< ¦8B\.@LF4<, ¦< B46D\‘ F@L, :ZB@Jg @Û :¬
N@$02ZF@<J"4 JÎ< ¦B' •:N@JXD@4H 2g`<0 @Û (D §DPgJ"4
6"J BD`FTB@< 6V8gF"4, •88' ¦N' @áH JÎ B<gØ:"
ºJ@\:"Fg<.
4"'
ß:gÃH *¥ @Ê *@Ø8@4 ßB@J"(ZFgF2g J@ÃH 6LD\@4H ß:ä< ñH
JbBå 2g@Ø ¦< "ÆFPb<® 6"Â N`$å.
4$'
:4FZFg4H BF"< ßB`6D4F4< 6"Â B< Ô :¬ •DgFJÎ< Jè
6LD\å.
4('
@Û :¬ ¦(6"J"8\B®H ¦<J@8H 6LD\@L, NL8V>g4H *¥ —
B"DX8"$gH, :ZJg BD@FJ42gÂH :ZJg •N"4Dä<.
4*'
¦< ¦6680F\‘ ¦>@:@8@(ZF® J B"D"BJf:"JV F@L 6"Â @Û
BD@Fg8gbF® ¦BÂ BD@FgLPZ< F@L ¦< FL<g4*ZFg4 B@<0D”0
"àJ0 ¦FJ4< º Ò*ÎH J−H .T−H.

8.
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•B@FJDXNT turn aside; passive turn away from (+ acc.).
¦<*g`:g<@H needing. FL(6@4<T<XT share, have a share in.
¦Dä will say. Ç*4" [your] own; see I (A).5. 6@4<T<`H partner,
sharer. B`Få :88@< how much more? 2<®J`H mortal,
subject to death; opposite of •2V<"J@H.
9.
See Barnabas 19.5. •g\DT remove, lift. •DgÃH J¬< PgÃDV F@L:
“withdraw your hand” refers to parental responsibility in rearing
and educating the child: “leave in the lurch” (Niederwimmer 109110). <g`J0H youth.
10.
¦B4JVJJT/-JVFFT enjoin, order, command. B"4*\F60 serving
woman. ¦8B\.T (< ¦8B\H) hope. B46D\" bitterness.
:ZB@Jg @Û :¬ lest [they will] not; lest they cease to. 6"J
BD`FTB@< according to person, with respect to person (i.e.
showing favoritism). ©J@4:V.T prepare, make ready.
11.
ßB@J"(ZFgF2g: fut. pass. of ßB@JVJJT/-JVFFT place under,
arrange under, subject. JbB@H stamp, model, type, pattern.
12.
•DgFJ`H pleasing, sufficient.
13.
On not changing the commandments, see Deut. 4:2 and 12:32.
@Û :¬ with the subjunctive in a strong prohibition.
¦(6"J"8g\BT leave behind, forsake. BD@FJ\20:4 add.
•N"4DXT take away.
14.
¦6680F\" assembly, congregation, church; orig. any public
gathering called (< root 680- cf. 6"8XT) by a herald; LXX, the
community of Israel; Gospels, Christ’s new ¦6680F\".
¦>@:@8@(XT confess. FL<g\*0F4H conscience.
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+
"'
{/ *¥ J@Ø 2"<VJ@L Ò*`H ¦FJ4< "àJ00 BDäJ@< BV<JT<
B@<0DV ¦FJ4 6"Â 6"JVD"H :gFJZ0 N`<@4, :@4PgÃ"4,
¦B42L:\"4, B@D<gÃ"4, 68@B"\, gÆ*T8@8"JD\"4, :"(gÃ"4,
N"D:"6\"4, DB"("\, RgL*@:"DJLD\"4, ßB@6D\Fg4H,
*4B8@6"D*\", *`8@H, ßBgD0N"<\", 6"6\", "Û2V*g4",
B8g@<g>\", "ÆFPD@8@(\", .08@JLB\", 2D"FbJ0H, àR@H,
•8".@<g\".
$'
*4ä6J"4 •("2ä<, :4F@Ø<JgH •8Z2g4"<, •("Bä<JgH RgØ*@H,
@Û (4<fF6@<JgH :4F2Î< *46"4@Fb<0H, @Û 6@88f:g<@4
•("2è @Û*¥ 6D\Fg4 *46"\‘0 •(DLB<@Ø<JgH @Û6 gÆH JÎ
•("2`<, •88' gÆH JÎ B@<0D`<0 ô< :"6D< BD"ÚJ0H 6"Â
ßB@:@<Z0 :VJ"4" •("Bä<JgH0 *4f6@<JgH •<J"B`*@:"0
@Û6 ¦8g@Ø<JgH BJTP`<0 @Û B@<@Ø<JgH ¦BÂ 6"J"B@<@L:X<å0
@Û (4<fF6@<JgH JÎ< B@4ZF"<J" "ÛJ@bH0 N@<gÃH JX6<T<0
N2@DgÃH B8VF:"J@H 2g@Ø0 •B@FJDgN`:g<@4 JÎ<
¦<*g`:g<@<0 6"J"B@<@Ø<JgH JÎ< 284$`:g<@<. B8@LF\T<
B"DV680J@40 Bg<ZJT< –<@:@4 6D4J"\0 B"<2":VDJ0J@40
ÕLF2g\0Jg, JX6<", •BÎ J@bJT< BV<JT<.
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Chapter V (E): The way of death
Review: The 3rd declension, especially nouns in the patterns: @H, -@LH, J`: decline àR@H; -gLH, -gTH, Ò: decline N@<gbH; -4H, gTH, º: decline 6D\F4H; -:", -:"J@H, J`: decline B8VF:".
Vocabulary and Notes:
1.
See Matth. 15:19 and Romans 1:29-30. See also Didache
Chapter II (B) for vocabulary. 6VJ"D" curse. :gFJ`H full of.
DB"(Z rapture, robbery, plunder. ßB`6D4F4H hypocrisy.
*4B8@6"D*\" double-mindedness. *`8@H deceit, treachery.
ßBgD0N"<\" arrogance, contempt, contumely. "Û2V*g4" selfwill, arrogance. B8g@<g>\" greed; see Chapter II (B).6.
.08@JLB\" rivalry, jealousy. 2D"FbJ0H insolence, impudence.
àR@H height, arrogance. •8".@<g\" bragging, boasting,
imposture. The chapter contains a double anacoluthon
(inconsistency in grammatical construction): first it speaks of the
way of death being “full of” evils in the gen., then shifts to a
series of evils in the nom. and finally characterizes the
practitioners in a list of personal nouns and participles.
2.
See Romans 12:9. *4f6J0H (< *4f6T) persecutor. 6@88VT
glue, fasten, join; pass.: cleave to, devote oneself to. •(DLB<XT
lie awake, pass sleepless nights. :"6DV< (adv.) far from.
BD"ÙJ0H meekness. ßB@:@<Z endurance. :VJ"4@H vain.
•<J"B`*@:" repayment. ¦8gXT pity, have mercy. BJTP`H
beggar, poor. B@<XT (< B`<@H) work, labor, toil. 6"J"B@<XT
oppress, abuse, mistreat, subdue, crush. N2@DgbH corrupter.
B8VF:", -"J@H, J` anything formed or made. 28\$T afflict,
oppress. B"DV680J@H called to one’s aid; as a noun, comforter,
intercessor. B"<2":VDJ0J@H utter sinner, reprobate. Õb@:"4
rescue, save, deliver; ÕLF2g\0Jg aor. pass. opt.; opt. of wish.
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"'
ÓD" :Z J\H Fg B8"<ZF® •BÎ J"bJ0H J−H Ò*@Ø J−H *4*"P−H,
¦BgÂ B"Dg6JÎH 2g@Ø Fg *4*VF6g4.
$'
gÆ :¥< (D *b<"F"4 $"FJVF"4 Ó8@< JÎ< .L(Î< J@Ø 6LD\@L,
JX8g4@H §F®0 gÆ *' @Û *b<"F"4, Ô *b<®, J@ØJ@ B@\g4.
('
BgDÂ *¥ J−H $DfFgTH, Ô *b<"F"4 $VFJ"F@<0 •BÎ *¥ J@Ø
gÆ*T8@2bJ@L 8\"< BD`FgPg0 8"JDg\" (VD ¦FJ4 2gä<
<g6Dä<.
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Chapter VI (ú): Conclusion of the two ways
Review: infinitives: formation; subjunctives with verbs of
fearing;
the verb *b<":"4: *L<ZF@:"4, *X*L<0:"4, ¦*L<Z20<
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
See Matth.24.4.
B8"<VT, B8"<ZFT, ¦B8V<0F" lead astray, cause to wander.
B"Dg6J`H besides, except, outside of (+ gen.).
2.
$"FJV.T bear, endure, support. .L(`< yoke. This section is
addressed to non-Jewish converts who are advised to take up as
much of Law as they can, including the dietary restrictions.
3.
See Acts 15:29 and 21:25.
$DäF4H food, eating. gÆ*@8@2LJ`H sacrificed to idols.
8\"< too much, very much. 8"JDg\" slavery. <g6D`H corpse;
as adjective dead.
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"'
BgDÂ *¥ J@Ø $"BJ\F:"J@H, @àJT $"BJ\F"Jg0 J"ØJ" BV<J"
BD@g4B`<JgH, $"BJ\F"Jg gÆH JÎ Ð<@:" J@Ø B"JDÎH 6"Â J@Ø
LÊ@Ø 6"Â J@Ø (\@L B<gb:"J@H ¦< à*"J4 .ä<J4.
$'
¦< *¥ :¬ §P®H à*TD .ä<, gÆH –88@ à*TD $VBJ4F@<0 gÆ *' @Û
*b<"F"4 ¦< RLPDè, ¦< 2gD:è.
('
¦< *¥ •:N`JgD" :¬ §P®H, §6Pg@< gÆH J¬< 6gN"8¬< JDÂH
à*TD gÆH Ð<@:" B"JDÎH 6"Â LÊ@Ø 6"Â (\@L B<gb:"J@H.
*'
BDÎ *¥ J@Ø $"BJ\F:"J@H BD@<0FJgLFVJT Ò $"BJ\.T< 6"Â Ò
$"BJ4.`:g<@H 6"Â gÇ J4<gH –88@4 *b<"<J"40 6g8gbFg4H *¥
<0FJgØF"4 JÎ< $"BJ4.`:g<@< BDÎ :4H ´ *b@.
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Chapter VII (-): Baptism
Review:
Imperatives; underline and parse the imperatives in the passage.
Review conditions using the subjunctive.
Vocabulary and Notes
See Matth. 28:19.
1.
J"ØJ" BV<J": all the teaching in Chapters I-VI. BD@gÃB@<
(aor. with no pres.) declare publicly. gÆH JÎ Ð<@:": here and in
VII.3 below are the only expressions of the trinitarian formula in
the Didache. The three affusions (in VII.3) may indicate one for
each name. à*TD, à*"J@H, J` water; à*TD .ä< running
water, fresh water, flowing water.
2.
RLPD`H cold, i.e. water from a spring or well. 2gD:`H hot, not
heated, but standing water as in a cistern. This passage implies
that the book comes from a region where water was scarce; hence
the belief that it is of Syrian or Palestian origin.
3.
¦6PXT pour out. 6gN"8Z head. JD\H (adv.) three times.
4.
BD@<0FJgbT fast before (an event).
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"'
"Ê *¥ <0FJgÃ"4 ß:ä< :¬ §FJTF"< :gJ Jä< ßB@6D4Jä<.
<0FJgb@LF4 (D *gLJXD‘ F"$$VJT< 6"Â BX:BJ®0 ß:gÃH *¥
<0FJgbF"Jg JgJDV*" 6"Â B"D"F6gLZ<.
$'
:0*¥ BD@FgbPgF2g ñH @Ê ßB@6D4J"\, •88' ñH ¦6X8gLFg< Ò
6bD4@H ¦< Jè gÛ"((g8\å "ÛJ@Ø0 @àJT BD@FgbPgF2g0
AVJgD º:ä< Ò ¦< Jè @ÛD"<è0 (4"F2ZJT JÎ
Ð<@:V F@L0 ¦82XJT º $"F48g\" F@L0
(g<02ZJT JÎ 2X80:V F@L0 ñH ¦< @ÛD"<è 6"Â
¦BÂ (−H0 JÎ< –DJ@< º:ä< JÎ< ¦B4@bF4@< *ÎH
º:Ã< FZ:gD@<0 6"Â –NgH º:Ã< J¬< ÏNg48¬<
º:ä<0 ñH 6"Â º:gÃH •N\g:g< J@ÃH ÏNg48XJ"4H
º:ä<0 6"Â :¬ gÆFg<X(6®H º:H gÆH
Bg4D"F:`<0 •88 ÕØF"4 º:H •BÎ J@Ø
B@<0D@Ø0 ÓJ4 F@Ø ¦FJ4< º *b<":4H 6"Â º *`>"
gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
('
JDÂH J−H º:XD"H @àJT BD@FgbPgF2g.
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Chapter VIII (/): Fasting and Prayer
Review: personal pronouns; prohibitive subjunctive; -JT ending
for third person imperative: “may”, “let”.
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
See Matth. 6:16
<0FJg\" fast. §FJTF"< (< gÆ:\: 3rd pl. imperative) “let them
be” (Smyth 768a). B"D"F6gLZ the day of preparation, Friday
The days of the week in Modern Greek:
5LD4"6Z The Lord’s Day
)gLJXD" Monday (lit. the second after the Sabbath)
ID\J0 Tuesday (the third)
IgJVDJ0 (Classical: JgJDVH, -V*@H, º = the number
four, the fourth day of the month or the fourth day of the
week, Wednesday)
AX:BJ0 Thursday (the fifth)
A"D"F6gLZ Friday (lit. Preparation)
EV$$"J@ Saturday, (Sabbath)
2.
See Matth. 6:5. @Ê ßB@6D4J"\ = the Pharisees and scribes or the
traditional Jews. gÛ"((X84@< gospel, “the good news.” The
Lord’s prayer: see Matth. 6:9-13 (also Luke 11:2-4 for a different
version). (4V.T sanctify, consecrate, hallow. $"F48g\"
kingdom. 2X80:" will. –DJ@H loaf of bread, food.
*¦B4@bF4@H 1. derived from gÉ:4 (go): a) pertaining to the
future i.e. the world to come; b) for the day, daily; 2. derived
from gÆ:\ (be): a) suited to one’s nature [Latin substantialis]; b)
supernatural [Latin supersubstantialis], Lampe, PGL. FZ:gD@<
(adv.) today. –NgH < •N\0:4. ÏNg48Z debt = sin. ÏNg48XJ0H
debtor. Bg4D"F:`H trial, temptation. gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H into the
ages = forever and ever (Latin: per saecula saeculorum).
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1
"'
BgDÂ *¥ J−H gÛP"D4FJ\"H @àJTH gÛP"D4FJZF"Jg0
$'

BDäJ@< BgDÂ J@Ø B@J0D\@L0
gÛP"D4FJ@Ø:X< F@4, BVJgD º:ä<, ßB¥D J−H
(\"H •:BX8@L )"LgÂ* J@Ø B"4*`H F@L, ½H
¦(<fD4F"H º:Ã< *4 z30F@Ø J@Ø B"4*`H F@L0
F@Â º *`>" gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
('
BgDÂ J@Ø 68VF:"J@H0
gÛP"D4FJ@Ø:X< F@4, BVJgD º:ä<, ßB¥D J−H
.T−H 6"Â (<fFgTH, ½H ¦(<fD4F"H º:Ã< *4
z30F@Ø J@Ø B"4*`H F@L. F@Â º *`>" gÆH J@×H
"Æä<"H.
*'
òFBgD ½< J@ØJ@ JÎ 68VF:" *4gF6@DB4F:X<@< ¦BV<T
Jä< ÏDXT< 6"Â FL<"P2¥< ¦(X<gJ@ ª<, @àJT
FL<"P2ZJT F@L º ¦6680F\" •BÎ Jä< BgDVJT< J−H
(−H gÆH J¬< F¬< $"F48g\"<. ÓJ4 F@Ø ¦FJ4< º *`>"
6"Â º *b<":4H *4 z30F@Ø OD4FJ@Ø gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
g'
:0*gÂH *¥ N"(XJT :0*¥ B4XJT •BÎ J−H gÛP"D4FJ\"H ß:ä<,
•88' @Ê $"BJ4F2X<JgH gÆH Ð<@:" 6LD\@L. 6"Â (D BgDÂ
J@bJ@L gÇD06g< Ò 6bD4@H0 9¬ *äJg JÎ (4@< J@ÃH 6LF\.
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Chapter IX (1): The Eucharist
Review: Participles, especially aorist passive and perfect middlepassive.
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
gÛP"D4FJXT thank, give thanks, celebrate the Eucharist;
Lampe, PGL: “esp. of saying thanksgiving over eucharistic
oblations, say eucharistic prayer (over), hence celebrate Eucharist
or consecrate elements.” )"LgÂ* J@Ø B"4*`H F@L and z30F@Ø
J@Ø B"4*`H F@L: “Your son David” and “your son Jesus”: see
Acts 13:22-23.
2.
B@JZD4@< cup. BDäJ@< BgDÂ J@Ø B@J0D\@L: the cup first as at
a Jewish meal. –:Bg8@H vine. (<TD\.T make known.
3.
68VF:" fragment, broken bread. (<äF4H knowing, means of
knowing, seeking to know, knowledge.
4.
*4"F6@DB\.T scatter abroad. ¦BV<T above. ÑD@H, -g@H/-@LH,
J` mountain. The mention of hills or mountains has been taken
as an indication of Syrian or Palestinian origin. FL<"P2X< <
FL<V(T. BXD"H, BXD"J@H, J` an end, termination.
5.
N"(XJT < ¦F2\T, §*@:"4 / NV(@:"4, §N"(@< eat. B4XJT <
B\<T drink. Quotation: Matth. 7:6. 6LF\ < 6bT<, 6L<`H dog.
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"'
:gJ *¥ JÎ ¦:B80F2−<"4 @àJTH gÛP"D4FJZF"Jg0
$'
gÛP"D4FJ@Ø:X< F@4, BVJgD (4g, ßB¥D J@Ø (\@L
Ï<`:"J`H F@L, @â 6"JgF6Z<TF"H ¦< J"ÃH 6"D*\"4H
º:ä<, 6"Â ßB¥D J−H (<fFgTH 6"Â B\FJgTH 6"Â
•2"<"F\"H, ½H ¦(<fD4F"H º:Ã< *4 z30F@Ø J@Ø
B"4*`H F@L0 F@Â º *`>" gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
('
Fb, *XFB@J", B"<J@6DVJ@D, §6J4F"H J BV<J"
ª<g6g< J@Ø Ï<`:"J`H F@L0 JD@NZ< Jg 6"Â B@JÎ<
§6*T6"H J@ÃH •<2DfB@4H gÆH •B`8"LF4<, Ë<" F@4
gÛP"D4FJZFTF4<, º:Ã< *¥ ¦P"D\FT B<gL:"J46¬<
JD@N¬< 6"Â B@JÎ< 6"Â .T¬< "Æf<4@< *4 J@Ø B"4*`H
F@L.
*'
BDÎ BV<JT< gÛP"D4FJ@Ø:X< F@4 ÓJ4 *L<"JÎH gÉ0 F@Â
º *`>" gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
g'
:<ZF20J4, 6bD4g, J−H ¦6680F\"H F@L, J@Ø ÕbF"F2"4
"ÛJ¬< •BÎ B"<JÎH B@<0D@Ø 6"Â Jg8g4äF"4 "ÛJ¬< ¦<
J± •(VB® F@L, 6"Â Fb<">@< "ÛJ¬< •BÎ Jä<
JgFFVDT< •<X:T<, J¬< (4"F2gÃF"<, gÆH F¬<
$"F48g\"<, ¼< ºJ@\:"F"H "ÛJ±0 ÓJ4 F@Ø ¦FJ4< º
*b<":4H 6"Â º *`>" gÆH J@×H "Æä<"H.
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Chapter X (3): Eucharistic prayer
Review: Vocative forms; attraction of the relative pronoun into
the case of its antecedent; verbs of remembering and forgetting
with the genitive.
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
¦:B\:B80:4 fill (in). See Deut. 8:10
2.
6"J"F60<`T (< F60<Z) encamp, dwell; cause to dwell.
B\FJ4H, B\FJgTH, º faith, trust, belief.
3.
See Rev. 4:11.
B"<J@6DVJTD almighty. 6J\.T create, produce.
•B`8"LF4H enjoyment. P"D\.@:"4 show favor or kindness,
give freely.
5.
See Matth. 24:31.
J@Ø ÕbF"F2"4: the genitive of the articular infinitive is used for
purpose. Jg8g4`T fulfill, perfect. (4V.T set aside,
consecrate, sanctify. ©J@4:V.T make ready, get ready, provide.
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ú'
¦82XJT PVD4H 6"Â B"Dg82XJT Ò 6`F:@H @âJ@H.
{SF"<< Jè 2gè )"Lg\*. gÇ J4H (4`H ¦FJ4<,
¦DPXF2T0 gÇ J4H @Û6 ¦FJ4, :gJ"<@g\JT. :"D< •2V.
•:Z<.
.'
J@ÃH *¥ BD@NZJ"4H ¦B4JDXBgJg gÛP"D4FJgÃ< ÓF" 2X8@LF4<.
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6.
See Matth. 21:9 and 15; I Cor. 16:22.
B"DXDP@:"4 enter into, pass away, perish. {SF"<< Jè 2gè
)"Lg\*: see Matth. 21:9. :gJ"<@XT change one’s mind,
repent.
:"D< •2V or :"D"<"2V (from Aramaic) “our Lord, come! /
has come.” These phrases make sense if they are the
congregation’s responses (as in responsorial prayer).
7.
BD@NZJ"4H: see Acts 13:1-2: prophets, though becoming rarer,
are still around. They are not restricted to the set prayers.
¦B4JDXBT (+ infinitive) permit, allow, suffer (+ dative of
person).
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"'
ÔH Ÿ< @Þ< ¦82ã< *4*V>® ß:H J"ØJ" BV<J" J
BD@g4D0:X<", "ÛJÎ< *X>"F2g.
$'
¦< *¥ "ÛJÎH Ò *4*VF6T< FJD"NgÂH *4*VF6® –880<
*4*"P¬< gÆH JÎ 6"J"8ØF"4, :¬ "ÛJ@Ø •6@bF0Jg0 gÆH *¥ JÎ
BD@F2gÃ<"4 *46"4@Fb<0< 6"Â (<äF4< 6LD\@L, *X>"F2g
"ÛJÎ< ñH 6bD4@<.
('
BgDÂ *¥ Jä< •B@FJ`8T< 6"Â BD@N0Jä<, 6"J JÎ *`(:" J@Ø
gÛ"((g8\@L @àJT B@4ZF"Jg0
*'
BH *¥ •B`FJ@8@H ¦DP`:g<@H BDÎH ß:H *gP2ZJT ñH
6bD4@H.
g'
@Û :g<gÃ *¥ gÆ :¬ º:XD"< :\"<0 ¦< *¥ ¹ PDg\", 6"Â J¬<
–880<0 JDgÃH *¥ ¦< :g\<®, RgL*@BD@NZJ0H ¦FJ\.
ú'
¦>gDP`:g<@H *¥ Ò •B`FJ@8@H :0*¥< 8":$"<XJT gÆ :¬
–DJ@<, ªTH @â "Û84F2±0 ¦< *¥ •D(bD4@< "ÆJ±,
RgL*@BD@NZJ0H ¦FJ\.
.'
6"Â BV<J" BD@NZJ0< 8"8@Ø<J" ¦< B<gb:"J4 @Û Bg4DVFgJg
@L*¥ *4"6D4<gÃJg0 BF" (D :"DJ\" •Ng2ZFgJ"4, "àJ0 *¥
º :"DJ\" @Û6 •Ng2ZFgJ"4.
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Chapter XI (3!): Wandering teachers: apostles and prophets,
true and false prophets
Review conditions; the verb B@4XT. Principal parts of Ë0:4:»FT, -½6" (º/©), -gÍ6", -gÍ:"4, -gË20< (except in present
system, found only in compounds)
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
BD@g4D0:X<" , pf. pass. of BD@gDä (fut.) say beforehand,
foretell, order publicly.
2.
See Matth. 2:40-41; Gal. 4:14.
FJD"Ng\H aor. pass. of FJDXNT. 6"J"8bT destroy.
BD@FJ\20:4 increase, propagate.
3.
•B`FJ@8@4: apostles (< •B@- + FJX88T, send) do not stay
because they have been “sent forth” to spread the gospel. On
apostles as “wandering charismatics” see Milavec, Faith: 55.
*`(:" opinion, tenet, fixed belief, system of belief, creed.
4.
*gP2ZJT < *XP@:"4: the aorist and future passive of *XP@:"4,
though a deponent verb, are sometimes used in a passive sense.
5.
gÆ :Z except.
6.
ªTH @â until the time when. "Û8\.@:"4 spend the night.
•D(bD4@< piece of silver; money.
7.
See Matth. 12:3. Bg4DV.T put to the test. *4"6D\<T separate,
divide, judge, examine. •N\0:4 send forth, let go, permit,
forgive.
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0'
@Û BH *¥ Ò 8"8ä< ¦< B<gb:"J4 BD@NZJ0H ¦FJ\<, •88' ¦<
§P® J@×H JD`B@LH 6LD\@L. •BÎ @Þ< Jä< JD`BT<
(<TF2ZFgJ"4 Ò RgL*@BD@NZJ0H 6"Â Ò BD@NZJ0H.
2'
6"Â BH BD@NZJ0H ÒD\.T< JDVBg."< ¦< B<gb:"J4 @Û
NV(gJ"4 •B' "ÛJ−H, gÆ *¥ :Z(g RgL*@BD@NZJ0H ¦FJ\.
4'
BH *¥ BD@NZJ0H *4*VF6T< J¬< •8Z2g4"<, gÆ Ÿ *4*VF6g4 @Û
B@4gÃ RgL*@BD@NZJ0H ¦FJ\.
4"'
BH *¥ BD@NZJ0H *g*@64:"F:X<@H •8024<`H, B@4ä< gÆH
:LFJZD4@< 6@F:46Î< ¦6680F\"H, :¬ *4*VF6T< *¥ B@4gÃ<,
ÓF" "ÛJÎH B@4gÃ, @Û 6D42ZFgJ"4 ¦N' ß:ä<0 :gJ 2g@Ø (D
§Pg4 J¬< 6D\F4<0 ñF"bJTH (D ¦B@\0F"< 6"Â @Ê •DP"Ã@4
BD@N−J"4.
4$'
ÔH *' —< gÇB® ¦< B<gb:"J40 *`H :@4 •D(bD4" ´ ªJgDV J4<",
@Û6 •6@bFgF2g "ÛJ@Ø0 ¦< *¥ BgDÂ –88T< ßFJgD@b<JT<
gÇB® *@Ø<"4, :0*gÂH "ÛJÎ< 6D4<XJT.
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JD`B@H way, manner.

8.

9.
ÒD\.T designate, appoint. Is the prophet ordering a meal for
himself or the community? In either case if he is a genuine
prophet he will not eat it. JDVBg.", -0H, º table, meal.
NV(gJ"4 = §*gJ"4 (future of ¦F2\T)
11.
See I Cor. 14:29-32.
*@64:V.T prove, approve. •8024<`H genuine.
gÆH :LFJZD4@< 6@F:46Î< ¦6680F\"H: This is one of the most
enigmatic passages in the Didache. J. Rendel Harris, an early
and important writer on this text, writes, “The key to the passage
lies in the allusion to actions of the prophets of an earlier day,
which were not to be imitated, and apparently were only justified
because they were done to expound some mystery” (72; see pp.
62-77 on the most obscure passages; see also Niederwimmer
179-82 on this as a reference to “spiritual marriage” as
illustrating the relationship between Christ and the church).
:LFJZD4@< in Classical Grk. refers to a secret doctrine or rite
that is not to be revealed to the uninitiated; in biblical Grk. it
refers to a secret revealed by God which the apostles make
known to those willing to hear it; in Modern Grk. it means
sacrament (esp. matrimony) (M&M). ¦N' ß:ä< before you, in
your presence, in reference or relation to you, “by your
standards.” ñF"bJTH in just the same way as.
12.
ßFJgDXT come late, come short, be in need of.
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3#
"'
BH *¥ Ò ¦DP`:g<@H ¦< Ï<`:"J4 6LD\@L *gP2ZJT0 §Bg4J" *¥
*@64:VF"<JgH "ÛJÎ< (<fFgF2g, Fb<gF4< (D ª>gJg *g>4<
6"Â •D4FJgDV<.
$'
gÆ :¥< B"D`*4`H ¦FJ4< Ò ¦DP`:g<@H, $@02gÃJg "ÛJå ÓF@<
*b<"F2g0 @Û :g<gÃ *¥ BDÎH ß:H gÆ :¬ *b@ ´ JDgÃH º:XD"H
¦< ¹ •<V(60.
('
gÆ *¥ 2X8g4 BDÎH ß:H 6"2−F2"4, JgP<\J0H ê<, ¦D(".XF2T
6"Â N"(XJT.
*'
gÆ *¥ @Û6 §Pg4 JXP<0<, 6"J J¬< Fb<gF4< ß:ä< BD@<@ZF"Jg,
BäH :¬ •D(ÎH :g2' ß:ä< .ZFgJ"4 OD4FJ4"<`H.
g'
gÆ *¥ @Û 2X8g4 @àJT B@4gÃ< PD4FJX:B@D`H ¦FJ\0 BD@FXPgJg
•BÎ Jä< J@4@bJT<.
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Chapter XII (3#): Christian wayfarers and immigrants
Review: participles, formation and use.
Vocabulary and Notes
See Matth. 21:9; Psalms 118: 26, John 5:43.
1.
Fb<gF4H, -gfH, º understanding. *g>4`H right. •D4FJgD`H
left. See Jonah 4:11.
2.
B"D`*4@H wayfaring, travelling; as a noun traveller. $@02XT
help.
3.
6V20:"4 sit, stay, settle, live. [> Engl. cathedral, -hedron].
JgP<\J0H craftsman, person with a craft, trade, profession.
4.
See II Thess. 3:6-11.
BD@<@XT perceive beforehand, plan. BäH (adv.) how.
•D(`H (•- + §D(@<) idle, not working, doing nothing.
OD4FJ4"<`H: Christian is used three times in the New
Testament: Acts 11:26 (the term was used of the disciples,
:"20J"\, first in Antioch); Acts 26:28; I Peter 4:16.
5.
PD4FJX:B@D@H (< §:B@D@H seller, tradesman, traveling
salesman) Christ-seller, a person who makes a living from being
a Christian. This is a neologism and may have been coined by
the writer of the Didache. BD@FXPT attend to, give oneself to;
with •B` be on guard against, watch out for.
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3'
"'
BH *¥ BD@NZJ0H •8024<ÎH 2X8T< 6"2−F2"4 BDÎH ß:H
–>4`H ¦FJ4 J−H JD@N−H "ÛJ@Ø.
$'
ñF"bJTH *4*VF6"8@H •8024<`H ¦FJ4< –>4@H 6"Â "ÛJÎH
òFBgD Ò ¦D(VJ0H J−H JD@N−H "ÛJ@Ø.
('
BF"< @Þ< •B"DP¬< (g<<0:VJT< 80<@Ø 6"Â 8T<@H, $@ä<
Jg 6"Â BD@$VJT< 8"$ã< *fFg4H J¬< •B"DP¬< J@ÃH
BD@NZJ"4H0 "ÛJ@Â (VD gÆF4< @Ê •DP4gDgÃH ß:ä<.
*'
¦< *¥ :¬ §P0Jg BD@NZJ0<, *`Jg J@ÃH BJTP@ÃH.
g'
¦< F4J\"< B@4±H, J¬< •B"DP¬< 8"$ã< *ÎH 6"J J¬<
¦<J@8Z<.
ú'
ñF"bJTH 6gDV:4@< @Ç<@L ´ ¦8"\@L •<@\>"H, J¬< •B"DP¬<
8"$ã< *ÎH J@ÃH BD@NZJ"4H.
.'
•D(LD\@L *¥ 6"Â Ê:"J4F:@Ø 6"Â B"<JÎH 6JZ:"J@H 8"$ã<
J¬< •B"DPZ<, ñH –< F@4 *`>®, *ÎH 6"J J¬< ¦<J@8Z<.
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Chapter XIII: Payment of prophets and teachers
Review: participles, especially aorist (1st and 2nd).
Vocabulary and Notes
Church Organization: see Acts 13:1, “there were in the church
that existed in Antioch prophets and teachers” (BD@NZJ"4 6"Â
*4*VF6"8@4). See also I Cor. 12:28-29 on apostles, prophets,
and teachers.
1.
See Matth. 10:10; Luke 10:7; I Cor. 9:13-14; I Tim. 5:17-18.
JD@NZ nurture, food, nourishment, keep.
2.
*4*VF6"8@H teacher: this is the only mention of *4*VF6"8@4 in
the book and well describes the office or role of the writer of the
Didache. ¦D(VJ0H worker.
3.
On offerings of the first fruits see Deut. 18:3-5; Numbers 15:1721; Numbers 18: 11-19; Neh. 10:36-39.
•B"DPZ first fruits. (X<<0:" produce 80<`H wine press.
8T< / 8TH threshing floor. $@ØH, Ò or º ox, cow.
BD`$"J@< sheep. •DP4gDgbH high priest.
4.
BJfP4@H poor.
5.
F4J\@<: pl. F4J\" food > F4J\", -"H, º bread.
6.
6gDV:4@< crock, jug, jar [> Engl. ceramic]. •<@\>"H aor. partic.
of •<@\(T open.
7.
Ê:VJ4F:@H clothing, > himation.
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3)
"'
6"J 6LD4"6¬< *¥ 6LD\@L FL<"P2X<JgH 68VF"Jg –DJ@< 6"Â
gÛP"D4FJZF"Jg, BD@g>@:@8@(0FV:g<@4 J B"D"BJf:"J"
ß:ä<, ÓBTH 6"2"D º 2LF\" ß:ä< ¹.
$'
BH *¥ §PT< J¬< •:N4$@8\"< :gJ J@Ø ©J"\D@L "ÛJ@Ø :¬
FL<g82XJT ß:Ã< ªTH @â *4"88"(äF4<, Ë<" :¬ 6@4<T2± º
2LF\" ß:ä<.
('
"àJ0 (VD ¦FJ4< º Õ02gÃF" ßBÎ 6LD\@L0 ¦< B"<JÂ J`Bå 6"Â
PD`<å BD@FNXDg4< :@4 2LF\"< 6"2"DV<. ÓJ4 $"F48g×H
:X("H gÆ:\, 8X(g4 6bD4@H, 6"Â JÎ Ð<@:V :@L 2"L:"FJÎ< ¦<
J@ÃH §2<gF4.
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Chapter XIV (3)): Sunday worship in the community,
reonciliation
Review: purpose clauses.
Vocabulary and Notes
1.
6"J 6LD4"6¬< *¥ 6LD\@L: a pleonasm perhaps on the model of
LXX J FV$$"J" 6LD\@L. BD@g>@:@8@(XT confess
beforehand. B"DVBJT:" transgression, sin. 6V2"D@H clean,
pure. 2LF\" sacrifice.
2.
On reconciliation before sacrifice, see Matth. 5:22-23.
•:N4$@8\" dispute, quarrel. ©J"ÃD@H companion.
*4"88VFFT reconcile, be reconciled. 6@4<`T make common,
profane.
3.
On the greatness of the Lord’s name, see Malachi 1:11.
Õ02gÃF": aorist passive participle < ¦Dä (will) say, speak.
J`B@H place. BD@FNXDT bring to. BD@FNXDg4<: infinitive as
indirect imperative after Õ02gÃF". 2"L:"FJ`H wonderful.
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3+
"'
Pg4D@J@<ZF"Jg @Þ< ©"LJ@ÃH ¦B4F6`B@LH 6"Â *4"6`<@LH
•>\@LH J@Ø 6LD\@L, –<*D"H BD"gÃH 6"Â •N48"D(bD@LH 6"Â
•802gÃH 6"Â *g*@64:"F:X<@LH0 ß:Ã< (D 8g4J@LD(@ØF4 6"Â
"ÛJ@Â J¬< 8g4J@LD(\"< Jä< BD@N0Jä< 6"Â *4*"F6V8T<.
$'
:¬ @Þ< ßBgD\*0Jg "ÛJ@bH0 "ÛJ@Â (VD gÆF4< @Ê JgJ4:0:X<@4
ß:ä< :gJ Jä< BD@N0Jä< 6"Â *4*"F6V8T<.
('
¦8X(PgJg *¥ •88Z8@LH :¬ ¦< ÏD(±, •88' ¦< gÆDZ<® ñH §PgJg
¦< Jè gÛ"((g8\å0 6"Â B"<JÂ •FJ@P@Ø<J4 6"J J@Ø ©JXD@L
:0*gÂH 8"8g\JT :0*¥ B"D' ß:ä< •6@LXJT, ªTH @â
:gJ"<@ZF®.
*'
JH *¥ gÛPH ß:ä< 6"Â JH ¦8g0:@Fb<"H 6"Â BVF"H JH
BDV>g4H @àJT B@4ZF"Jg, ñH §PgJg ¦< Jè gÛ"((g8\å J@Ø
6LD\@L º:ä<.
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Chapter XV (3+): Choosing bishops and deacons from the
community; life in the community
Review: personal pronouns, adjectives of the third declension.
Vocabulary and Notes:
1.
Bishops and deacons: Philippians 1:1, I Tim. 3:1-13, Titus 1:5-9.
Pg4D@J@<XT elect (by show of hands < Pg\D, hand + Jg\<T
stretch). ©"LJ@ÃH: in later Greek (and sometimes in classical
Greek) the third person reflexive is generalized to cover all the
persons. ¦B\F6@B@H bishop, overseer. *4V6@<@H servant.
•N48"D(bD@LH: opposite of N48VD(LD@H money-loving (III.5).
8g4J@LD(XT perform public service [a work for the people],
minister, perform/celebrate the liturgy (8g4J@LD(\");
8g4J@LD(\"< is cognate accusative a favorite Greek construction
(cf. “live a life”).
2.
ßBgD@DVT -gÉ*@< disdain, despise, disregard.
3.
See Matth. 5:22-26 and 18:15-17 on anger and reconciliation.
•FJ@PXT fail, miss the mark.
4.
On alms and prayer see Matthew 6:2-8.
gÛPZ prayer, vow. ¦8g0:@Fb<0 alms, mercy.
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3ú
"'
(D0(@DgÃJg ßB¥D J−H .T−H ß:ä<0 @Ê 8bP<@4 ß:ä< :¬
F$gF2ZJTF"<, 6"Â "Ê ÏFNbgH ß:ä< :¬ ¦68LXF2TF"<, •88
(\<gF2g ªJ@4:@40 @Û (D @Ç*"Jg J¬< òD"< ¦< Á Ò 6bD4@H
º:ä< §DPgJ"4.
$'
BL6<äH *¥ FL<"P2ZFgF2g .0J@Ø<JgH J •<Z6@<J" J"ÃH
RLP"ÃH ß:ä<0 @Û (D éNg8ZFg4 ß:H Ò BH PD`<@H J−H
B\FJgTH ß:ä< ¦< :¬ ¦< Jè ¦FPVJå 6"4Dè Jg8g4T2−Jg.
('
¦< (D J"ÃH ¦FPVJ"4H º:XD"4H B802L<2ZF@<J"4 @Ê
RgL*@BD@N−J"4 6"Â @Ê N2@DgÃH 6"Â FJD"NZF@<J"4 J
BD`$"J" gÆH 8b6@LH 6"Â º •(VB0 FJD"NZFgJ"4 gÆH :ÃF@H.
*'
"Û>"<@bF0H (D J−H •<@:\"H :4FZF@LF4< •88Z8@LH 6"Â
*4f>@LF4 6"Â B"D"*fF@LF4 6"Â J`Jg N"<ZFgJ"4 Ò
6@F:@B8"<¬H ñH LÊÎH 2g@Ø 6"Â B@4ZFg4 F0:gÃ" 6"Â JXD"J",
6"Â º (− B"D"*@2ZFgJ"4 gÆH PgÃD"H "ÛJ@Ø, 6"Â B@4ZFg4
•2X:4J" Ÿ @Û*XB@Jg (X(@<g< ¦> "Æä<@H.
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Chapter XVI (3ú): The last days
Review: genitive absolute, uses of the dative, prepositions.
Vocabulary and Notes
As a conclusion, the writer returns to the theme of the two ways.
1.
See Matth. 24:4; 24:42; 25:13; Luke 12:35 on timing.
(D0(@DXT keep awake, keep watch. 8bP<@H light, lamp.
F$X<<L:4 extinguish, put out. [> Engl. asbestos]. ÏFNØH the
lower part of the back, pl. loins. ¦68bT loose, ungird. @Ç*"Jg =
ÇFJg.
2.
See Matth. 24:12-13. BL6<äH frequently. J •<Z6@<J"
needs. éNg8XT help, benefit, be of use to.
3.
B802b<T be increased, grow. N2@DgbH corrupter. 8b6@H
wolf. :ÃF@H -@LH, J` hate.
4.
See Matth. 24:24; II Thess. 2:9; Rev. 13:2, 13.
"Û>V<T increase. •<@:\" lawlessness. B"D"*\*T:4 betray.
6@F:@B8"<ZH world-deceiver. F0:gÃ@< sign. JXD"H, -"J@H,
J` portent, monster, omen. •2X:4(F)J@H unlawful. ¦> "Æä<@H
from the beginning.
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g'
J`Jg »>g4 º 6J\F4H Jä< •<2DfBT< gÆH J¬< BbDTF4< J−H
*@64:"F\"H 6"Â F6"<*"84F2ZF@<J"4 B@88@Â 6"Â
•B@8@Ø<J"4, @Ê *¥ ßB@:g\<"<JgH ¦< J± B\FJg4 "ÛJä<
FT2ZF@<J"4 ßB' "ÛJ@Ø J@Ø 6"J"2X:"J@H.
ú'
6"Â J`Jg N"<ZFgJ"4 J F0:gÃ" J−H •802g\"H0 BDäJ@<
F0:gÃ@< ¦6BgJVFgTH ¦< @ÛD"<è, gÉJ" F0:gÃ@< NT<−H
FV8B4((@H, 6"Â JÎ JD\J@< •<VFJ"F4H <g6Dä<.
.'
@Û BV<JT< *X, •88' ñH ¦DDX200 »>g4 Ò 6bD4@H 6"Â BV<JgH
@Ê (4@4 :gJ' "ÛJ@Ø.
0'
J`Jg ÐRgJ"4 Ò 6`F:@H JÎ< 6bD4@< ¦DP`:g<@< ¦BV<T Jä<
<gNg8ä< J@Ø @ÛD"<@Ø.
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5.
See Matth. 24:10; 10:22; 24:13.
6J\F4H founding, creation. BbDTF4H setting on fire, making
fiery. *@64:"F\" proving, testing. F6"<*"8\.T cause offense,
cause to stumble; pass. be made to stumble. •B@8@Ø<J"4 <
•B`88L:4 destroy, mid. perish. ßB@:X<T stay behind, be
patient, stand firm. 6"JV2g:" curse. ßB' "ÛJ@Ø J@Ø
6"J"2X:"J@H: “by the curse itself” or “the curse himself”? See
Malachi 2:2; also Galatians 3:13 on Christ himself as the curse;
cf. Deut. 21:23.
6.
See Matth. 24:31; I Cor. 15:21; I Thess. 4:16.
¦6BXJ"F4H rift, spreading out, opening; some scholars take this
to mean the sign of the cross in the sky. FV8B4(> trumpet.
•<VFJ"F4H rising up, resurrection.
7.
See Zechariah 14:5. @Û BV<JT< *X: it will not yet be a general
resurrection, but only of the (4@4, dead Christians resurrected to
life. ¦DDX20 aor. pass. of ¦Dä (will) say.
8.
See Matth. 26:64.
¦BV<T above. <gNg8Z mass of clouds, cloud.

JÎ JX8@H
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Grammar Reviews
These pages are not intended to be a complete review of first year
Greek. They are a quick reference keyed to the assignments in
the chapter notes.
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I Review of Pronouns :
A. Summary
1. Demonstratives
@âJ@H "àJ0 J@ØJ@
Ó*g »*g J`*g
¦6gÃ<@H ¦6g\<0 ¦6gÃ<@
2. Relative
ÓH » Ó
3. Reciprocal
•88Z8T<
4. Interrogative
J\H, J\

this
this/that
that
who, which, that
each other
who? what? why?
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5. Indefinite
J4H, J4

someone, anyone, anything,
something

6. Relative Indefinite
ÓFJ4H »J4H Ó J4

anyone who, whoever
anything which, whatever

7. Personal
¦(f -- º:gÃH
I -- we
Fb -- ß:gÃH
you -- y’all (ye)
"ÛJ@Ø "ÛJ−H "ÛJ@Ø -- "ÛJä<
him her it --- them
8. Intensive
"ÛJ`H "ÛJZ "ÛJ`
-self
9. Reflexive
¦:"LJ@Ø ¦:"LJ−H / º:ä< "ÛJä< myself, ourselves
Fg"LJ@Ø Fg"LJ−H / ß:ä< "ÛJä< yourself, yourselves
©"LJ@Ø ©"LJ−H ©"LJ@Ø
him/her/it-self, [them]selves
10. Negative
@Û*g\H @Û*g:\" @Û*X<
no one, nothing, no
:0*g\H :0*g:\" :0*X< no one, nothing, no

B. The Relative Pronoun
ÓH
@â
ø
Ó<

º
½H
Á
»<

Ó
@â
ø
Ó

who which that
whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that

@Ê
ô<
@ÍH
@àH

"Ê
ô<
"ÍH
H


ô<
@ÍH


who which that
whose, of whom, of which
to/for/with whom/which
whom, which, that

C. "ÛJ`H

Uses of "ÛJ`H (pronoun and adjective)
1. In all cases "ÛJ`H can mean -self.
Whose self depends on what it agrees with: "ÛJ`H $@b8g4 J"ØJ"
BDVJJg4<; (“Do you wish to do these things yourself?”). If used with
a noun the intensive "ÛJ`H (meaning -self) goes into the predicate
position:
"ÛJ¬ º (L<Z “the woman herself”
º (L<¬ "ÛJZ “the woman herself”
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!ÛJ`H may also agree with a pronoun or with the unexpressed subject
of a verb, "ÛJÎH §N0 (“he himself said [it]”).
2. In all cases, after the article (i.e. in the attributive position) "ÛJ`H means
same.
BV<JgH gÇ*@:g< J¬< "ÛJ¬< (L<"Ã6". (“We all saw the
same woman.”)
Ò "ÛJ`H “the same man”
J"ØJ" J "ÛJV (often seen as J"ØJ" J"ÛJV by crasis),
“these same things”
3. In the oblique cases, him, her, it, them, 6J8.
His, her, its, their go into the genitive and are put into the
predicate position.

II The Vocative: Summary
USE: for addressing someone or something
FORMS:
For -0, -" nouns of the first declension, all neuter nouns, all
plurals, the vocative is the same as the nominative.
Second declension nouns in -@H have -g in the vocative
singular.
First declension nouns in -J0H have their vocative singular in
-".
In the third declension some nouns have vocative like the
nominative, others like the base.

III Third Declension
Basic endings:
Singular
M/F [-H] -@H -4 -" / -<
N
[base] -@H -4 [base]

Plural
-,H -T< -F4 -"H
-" -T< -F4 -"

Nouns for review:
•<ZD (Ò)
•<*D`H
•<*D\
–<*D"

–<*D,H
•<*Dä<
•<*DVF4
•<*D"H

(L<Z (º)
(L<"46`H
(L<"46\
(L<"Ã6"
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(L<"Ã6,H
(L<"46ä<
(L<"4>\
(L<"Ã6"H

–<,D

(b<"4

B`84H (º)
B`8,TH
B`8,4
B`84<

B`8,4H
B`8,T<
B`8,F4
B`8,4H

$"F48,bH (Ò)
$"F48XTH
$"F48,Ã
$"F48X"

$"F48−H (-eij)
$"F48XT<
$"F48,ØF4
$"F48X"H

BD(:" (J`)
BDV(:"J@H
BDV(:"J4
BD(:"

BDV(:"J"
BD"(:VJT<
BDV(:"F4
BDV(:"J"

(X<@H (J`)
(X<@LH
(X<,4
(X<@H

(X<0
(,<ä<
(X<,F4
(X<0

IV Prepositions
Prepositions further define the case uses. For example the accusative is used
for place to which; the dative for place in which, and the genitive for place
from which. The meaning of the preposition will sometimes depend on what
case follows it.

•B` away
GEN
*4V through
GEN
ACC
gÆH into
ACC
¦6/¦> out
GEN
¦< in
DAT
¦B\ upon
GEN
DAT
ACC
6"JV down
GEN
ACC
:gJV amid, among :gJ
GEN

away from, from

SEPARATION

through
because of, on account of
into + terminal accusative DIRECTION TO
out of, from

SEPARATION

in, on + locative dative

PLACE WHERE

upon
on, by, over, because of, on condition of
to, for
down from, against
according to, on (of time)
among, together with
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ACC
B"DV alongside, near
GEN
DAT
ACC
BgD\ about, around
GEN
ACC
BD` before
GEN
BD`H face to face, facing
GEN
DAT
ACC
Fb< = >b< with
DAT
ßBXD over
GEN
ACC
ßB` under
GEN

into the midst, after
from (a place) near
beside (at a place near)
to (a place) near

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

concerning, about
around, near, with regard to
before
from
at, near, toward
to, toward

SEPARATION
PLACE WHERE
DIRECTION TO

with

ACCOMPANIMENT

on behalf of, concerning, for, in the name of
more than
by
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V Verb Forms

A. The verb gÆ:\ “to be”
gÆ:\
gÉ
¦FJ\

Present Indicative
¦F:X<
I am
we are
¦FJX
you are
you (ye) are
gÆF\
he/she/it is
they are, there are
there is, they are
gÉ<"4 (infinitive) to be, being [gerund]

Imperfect Indicative
μ:g<
I was
we were
μJg
you were
you (ye) were
μF"<
she/he/it was
they were, there were
there was, they were
Future Indicative
§F@:"4 ¦F`:g2"
I will be
we will be
§Fg4
§FgF2g
you will be
you (ye) will be
§FJ"4 §F@<J"4
he/she/it will be they will be
§FgF2"4
to be (to be going to be)
Present Subjunctive
ì
ì:g<
¶H
μJg
¹
ìF4
Note that gÆ:\ is used with the nominative in the predicate.

μ
μF2"
μ<

B. Contract Verbs:

The stem vowel contracts with the thematic vowel.
-"T
Rules:4 > subscript; " + O-sound > T; " + E-sound > "
1. -"-g4H > -”H, -"-g4 > -”. But not infinitive:-"-g4< > -<
2. -"-T > -ä, -"-@:g< > -ä:g<, -"-@LF4 > -äF4, -"-@:g2" > -f:g2", -"-@<
> -T<
3. -"-gJg > -Jg, -"-gF2g > -F2g, -"-gH > -"H, -"-g > -"
-gT
Rules: g + g > g4; g + @ > @L; g is absorbed before a long vowel or diphthong.
1. -g-gJg > -gÃJg, -g-gF2g > -gÃF2g, -g-gH > -g4H, -g-g > -g4
2. -g-@:g< > -@Ø:g<, -g-@< > -@L<, -g-`:0< > @b:0<
3. -gT > ä, -g-g4H > gÃH, -g-g4 > -gÃ, -g-@LF4 > -@ØF4, -g-g4< > -gÃ<
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-@T
Rules: @ + 0 or T > T; @ + g, @, or @L > @L; @ + 4-diphthong > @4
1. -@-T > ä
2. -@-gJg > -@ØJg, -@-@:g< > -@Ø:g<, -@-@LF4 > -@ØF4, -@-@< > -@L<, -@-gH >
-@LH, -@-g > @L
3. -@-g4H > -@ÃH, -@-g4 > -@Ã. But not infinitive:-@-g4< > -@Ø<
Present active participle:
-"T: -ä<, -äF", -ä<: M, N base is -T<J- F base is -TF-gT: -ä<, -@ØF", -@Ø<: M, N base -@L<J-, F base -@LF-@T: -ä<, -@ØF", -@Ø<: M, N base -@L<J-, F base -@LFContraction affects only the present system (present and imperfect) of most
contract verbs. A few contract verbs also have contracted futures (6"8XT,
(":XT, for example). Many contract verbs have regular principal parts.

C. Imperatives (2nd person)
TENSES: present, aorist, perfect
FORMS:
Thematic (present, second aorist)
Active -g
Middle -@L

-gJg
-gF2g

First Aorist
Active (F)-@<
Middle (F)-"4

(F)-"Jg
(F)-"F2g

Perfect

Active: pf. act. ptcpl. + ÇF24 ... + §FJg
Middle -F@
-F2g

Aorist Passive

(2)-0J4

(2)-0Jg

VI Constructions
A. Conditions
CONTRARY-TO-FACT
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Present gÆ + imperfect (were) -- imperfect (would) + –<
Past
gÆ + aorist (had) -- aorist (would have) + –<
FUTURE CONDITIONS
More Vivid ¦V< + subjunctive (present or aorist) -- future (will)
Less Vivid gÆ + optative (should) -- optative (would) + –< [not used
in NT koine]
GENERAL CONDITIONS (“if ever”, “whenever”)
Present ¦V< + subjunctive -- present indicative
gÆ + optative -- imperfect [not used in NT koine]
Past

B. Subjunctive: Forms and Uses
TENSES: present (going on), aorist (simple/single act), perfect
(completed state).
FORMS: use tense stems, no augment for aorist; the perfect stem
includes the reduplication.
ENDINGS: primary endings for all tenses with lengthened thematic
vowel (even for non-thematic verbs and tenses). @/g > T/0
Active
-T
-T:g<
-®H
-0Jg
-®
-TF4(<)
Middle, Middle-Passive
-T:"4
-®
-0J"4

-T:g2"
-0F2g
-T<J"4

USES:
1. “Let us” HORTATORY
2. “Don’t do it” PROHIBITIVE (:Z + aorist subjunctive)
3. “Are we to ...?” DELIBERATIVE
4. FUTURE MORE VIVID CONDITIONS (will, shall in
the conclusion) ¦V< + the subjunctive --- FUTURE
INDICATIVE
5. PRESENT GENERAL CONDITIONS (whenever, if
ever) ¦V< + subjunctive --- PRESENT INDICATIVE
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6. PURPOSE CLAUSES) in order to, to) Ë<" or ÓBTH + the
subjunctive if the main verb is PRIMARY (present, future,
or perfect)
7. With verbs of FEARING (in primary sequence) :Z or :¬
@Û + the subjunctive.

C. Participles: Forms and Uses
1. Definition: A participle shares two parts of speech. It is a verbal adjective.
As an adjective it has gender, number, and case.
As a verb it has tense and voice, and may take an object (in whatever
case the verb takes).
2. Uses: In general there are three uses: attributive, circumstantial, and
supplementary.
Attributive: with the article, the participle is used as a noun or
adjective. Examples: @Ê §P@<J,H, J Ð<J", Ò :X88T< PD`<@H.
Circumstantial: without the article, but in agreement with a noun or
pronoun (expressed or implied), whether a subject or an object in the
sentence. This is an adjectival use. The circumstantial participle
expresses:
TIME: (when, after, while) [:", "ÛJ\6", :,J">b]
CAUSE: (since) [J,, ñH]
MANNER: (in, by)
CONDITION: (if) [if the condition is negative with :Z]
CONCESSION: (although) [6"\, 6"\B,D]
PURPOSE: (to, in order to) future participle [ñH]
GENITIVE ABSOLUTE: a noun / pronoun + a participle in
the genitive form a clause which gives the circumstances of the
action in the main sentence. In the genitive absolute, the noun
is the subject of the participle.
noun in the genitive | participle in the genitive
Supplementary: the participle depends on a verb and completes the
meaning of such verbs as: B"bT, –DPT, "ÆFPb<@:"4, N"\<@:"4.
Pay special attention to the idiomatic uses of the participle
with: JL(PV<T, 8"<2V<T, N2V<T.
3. Translation of tenses:
Present: ______ing
Future: in order to _______ (shows purpose)
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Aorist: _______ing, having ________, after _______ing
4. Forms:
ACTIVE: present, future, second aorist (the thematic tenses)
BASE in -@<J- (m, n), -@LF- (f)
ADD ENDINGS TO THE TENSE STEM (for aorist remove the augment)
Singular
-@LF"
-T<
-@<J@H -@LF0H
-@<J4 -@LF®
-@<J" -@LF"<

Plural
-@<J,H
-@<JT<
-@LF4
-@<J"H

-@<
-@<J@H
-@<J4
-@<

-@LF"4 -@<J"
-@LFä< -@<JT<
-@LF"4H-@LF4
-@LF"H -@<J"

First aorist. Remove the augment.
BASE in -"<J- (m, n) -"F- (f)
-"H
-"<J@H
-"<J4
-"<J"

-"F"
-"F0H
-"F®
-"F"<

-"<
-"<J@H
-"<J4
-"<

-"<J,H
-"<JT<
-"F4
-"<J"H

-"F"4
-"Fä<
-"F"4H
-"F"H

-"<J"
-"<JT<
-"F4
-"<J"

Perfect act.
-fH -LÃ" -`H (base: -@J-) participle
Aorist Passive: (no augment)
-(2),\H (base: -X<J-), -(2),ÃF" (base: -,4F-), -(2)X< (base: -,<J-)
MIDDLE-PASSIVE (present) and MIDDLE (future and Aorist)
For the present, future, and second aorist (remove augment) add to the
TENSE STEM:
-@:,<@H, -@:X<0, -@:,<@<
For the first aorist (remove the augment) add:
-":,<@H, -":X<0, -":,<@<
Perfect mid. participle (note accent)
-:X<@H
Future passive participle
-20F`:,<@H, -0, -@<

VII Accent of Enclitics
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Enclitics are accented as if they were syllables added to the words before them.
Examples:
a. –<2DTB@\ ,ÆF4: two accents go on the preceding word if accented on
the antepenult (the second accent goes on the ultima before the enclitic).
b. *äDV ¦FJ4: two accents on the preceding word if accented with a
circumflex on the penult (second accent goes on the ultima before the
enclitic).
c. 8`(@4 ,ÆF\: a two syllable enclitic will receive an accent on its ultima
after a word accented with an acute on the penult.
d. $@L8Z ¦FJ4: an acute on the ultima does not change to a grave if the
word following is an enclitic.
e. ³ <b FX B@L 2,ÎH ÇFP,4: in a series of enclitics the first are accented
and the last left unaccented.
f. For emphasis at the beginning of a sentence or clause enclitics are
accented: §FJ4.

VIII Principal Parts of Verbs used in the Didache
•("BVT •("BZFT ²(VB0F" ²(VB06" ²(VB0:"4 ²("BZ20< love
–(T –>T ³("(@< μP" μ(:"4 ³P20< lead
•6@bT •6@bF@:"4 ³6@LF" •6Z6@" (²606`0) _____ ²6@bF20< hear
$"\<T $ZF@:"4 §$0< $X$06" go
(\(<@:"4 (g<ZF@:"4 ¦(g<`:0< (X(@<" (am, have been) (g(X<0:"4
¦(g<Z20< be, become
(4(<fF6T (<fF@:"4 §(<T< §(<T6" §(<TF:"4 ¦(<fF20< know
*g\6<L:4 *g\>T §*g4>" *X*g4P" *X*g4(:"4 ¦*g\P20< show
*XP@:"4 *X>@:"4 ¦*g>V:0< *X*g(:"4 (-g*XP20<) receive
*4*VF6T *4*V>T ¦*\*">" *g*\*"P" *g*\*"(:"4 ¦*4*VP20< teach
*\*T:4 *fFT §*T6" (*T/*@) *X*T6" *X*@:"4 ¦*`20< give
*@6XT *`>T §*@>" *X*@(:"4 -g*@P20< seem, think
*b<":"4 *L<ZF@:"4 *X*L<0:"4 ¦*L<Z20< be able
§DP@:"4 ¦8gbF@:"4 μ82@< ¦8Z8L2" come
§PT ª>T /FPZFT §FP@< §FP06" -XFP0:"4 have, hold, keep
Ë0:4 -»FT -½6" (º/©) -gÍ6" -gÍ:"4 -gË20< send, let go
ËFJ0:4 FJZFT §FJ0F" (1) §FJ0< (2) ªFJ06" (ªFJ":"4) ¦FJV20< stand
6D\<T 6D4<ä §6D4<" 6X6D46" 6X6D4:"4 ¦6D\20< judge
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8":$V<T 8ZR@:"4 §8"$@< gÇ80N" gÇ80::"4 ¦8ZN20< take
8X(T 8X>T §8g>" / gÉB@< gÇD06" (8X8g(:"4) gÇD0:"4 ¦DDZ20< speak, say
8g\BT 8g\RT §84B@< 8X8@4B" 8X8g4::"4 ¦8X4N20< leave
8bT 8bFT §8LF" 8X8L6" 8X8L:"4 ¦8b20< free, loose
:X<T :g<ä §:g4<" :g:X<06" remain
Ð88L:4 Ï8ä ê8gF" / é8`:0< Ï8f8g6" Ð8T8" destroy, perish
ÒDVT ÐR@:"4 gÉ*@< ©fD"6" / ©`D"6" ©fD":"4 / ì::"4 êN20< see
B\:B80:4 B8ZFT §B80F" BXB806" BXB80F:"4 ¦B8ZF20< fill
B\<T B\@:"4 §B4@< BXBT6" -BXB@:"4 -¦B`20< drink
B@4XT B@4ZFT ¦B@\0F" BgB@\06" BgB@\0:"4 ¦B@4Z20< do, make
BDVJJT BDV>T §BD">" BXBD"P" / BXBD"(" ¦BDVP20< do
FJDXNT FJDXRT §FJDgR" --- §FJD"::"4 ¦FJXN20< / ¦FJDVN0< turn
JVJJT/JVFFT JV>T, §J">" JXJ"P" JXJ"(:"4 ¦JVP20< arrange
J\20:4 2ZFT §206" (20/2g) JX206" JX2g4:"4 ¦JX20< put, place
J4:VT J4:ZFT ¦J\:0F" JgJ\:06" JgJ\:0:"4 ¦J4:Z20< honor
NXDT @ÇFT ³<g(6" / ³<g(6@< ¦<Z<@P" ¦<Z<g(:"4 ²<XP20< bear, carry
Ngb(T Ngb>@:"4 §NL(@< BXNgL(" flee
N@$X@:"4 N@$ZF@:"4 BgN`$0:"4 ¦N@$Z20< fear
NbT NbFT §NLF" / §NL< (grew) BXNL6" (am by nature, am) produce
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Further Reading
The bibliography of the Didache is vast. Already, just two years after
Bryennios’ editio princeps (in 1883), Dr. C. Johnson—in a lecture
given at Cambridge on May 29, 1885—was able to say “it has been the
subject of so many articles in our magazines and reviews, that I may
leave many things unsaid. . .” (The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles
with Illustrations from the Talmud, Cambridge: Deighton Bell, 1886:
5). The works in this list are chosen for their scholarship, availability,
and diversity.
Books
Jean-Paul Audet, La Didaché: Instructions des Apôtres. Paris (J.
Gabalda), 1958. Major scholarly commentary.
J. Draper (ed.), The Didache in Modern Research, Leiden (Brill), 1996.
Major trends in modern scholarship under the rubrics of sociological
and anthropological studies, literary analyses based on orality theory,
research into Jewish origins. Begins with a review of older
scholarship.
Bart D. Ehrman (editor), Lost scriptures: books that did not make it
into the New Testament, New York : Oxford University Press, 2003.
An anthology of the non-canonical texts of the early centuries of
Christianity.
Bart D. Ehrman (trans.), The Apostolic Fathers, Vol. I, Cambridge, MA
(Harvard University Press), 2003. New Loeb Greek text with facing
English translation.
J. Rendel Harris, The Teaching of the Apostles, London (Clay & Sons)
and Baltimore (Johns Hopkins), 1887. Important early work: includes
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a facsimile of the manuscript, explication of the obscure passages;
parallels in other apostolic writings.
Aaron Milavec, The Didache: Faith, Hope, and Life of the Earliest
Christian Communities 50-70 C.E., New York (Newman Press), 2003.
Treats the agenda, logic and concerns of the Didache; full of useful
background discussions.
Aaron Milavec, The Didache: Text, Translation, Analysis, and
Commentary, Collegeville, Minn. (Liturgical Press), 2003b. Includes
Greek text with facing gender-inclusive translation, commentary, and
flow charts indicating the consistency of the text; accompanying CD.
Stresses the oral nature and overall unity of the text.
Kurt Niederwimmer, The Didache: a commentary, Minneapolis
(Fortress Press), 1998. Full and rich commentary; separates layers of
texts and redactions.
Huub van de Sandt and David Flusser The Didache: its Jewish sources
and its place in early Judaism and Christianity, Assen (Royal Van
Gorcum) and Minneapolis (Fortress Press), 2002. A study of the
shared religious and cultural tradition of early Christianity and
Judaism. Treats the Didache as a compilation of older sources that had
separate existences before being incorporated into one manual.

On-line resources
The Didache page http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/didache.html
Many useful links.
Early Church page http://www.earlychurch.org.uk/didache.php Full
bibliography.
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